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The sharr> report of the revolver rang out and the train wrec
go his hold upon Ariett~, who ran to the curve to sigJ!al
Young Wild West had arrived·
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Young Wild West's Straight Shot
-OR-

ARIETTA AND THE TRAIN-WRECKERS
By AN OLD SCOUT
I guess," muttered Young Wild West, as he brushed back
his long chestnut hair, which hung down over his shapely
shoulders, and then donned his wide-brimmed felt hat. "I
YOUNG WILD WEST IN PRESCOTT.
wonder what he wanted, anyhow? Well, it's too bad I am
a boy! Ha, ha, ha! As if a boy could not know as much,
"So you are Young Wild ,¥est, are you?"
and do as much as a man, especially if he has been through
"Yes, that happens to be my name."
Wild West
"Well, I must say that I am a bit disappointed. I had no the mill and played the game o.f life here in the revolver
on
ever since he was able to lift a Smith & Wesson
idea that you were nothing but a boy."
Well, Bedford Hill, you
"ls that so? Well, don't let that worry you any. Some- a level with the head of a rattler! than
I am, but I'll bet a
times a boy can do as much as a man, you know. If you are may be seven or eight years older
disappointed I am sure I can't help it. Anyhow, it will make five-dollar gold-piece against a quarter that you don't knOI\V
what real life is!"
no difference to me."
The boy passed out of the room into the one that adjoined
The speakers were a well-dressed man, with a keen busifor him.
ness look, and a dashing young fellow attired in a fancy it and found a party of five waiting
They consisted of Cheyenne Charlie, an ex-govemment
buckskin hunting suit. They wern standing in a private room
about his own age;
of the principal hotel of Prescott, Arizona, where the boy scout and Indian fighter; Jim Dart, a boy
Anna, the wife of the scout; Arietta Murdock, a young girl
had been called to meet the man.
in her teens, who was the sweetheart of Young Wild West,
"I have heard so much about you that I thought I would and Eloise Gardner, another young gfrl, who was Jim Dart's
business-like
the
with
man
the
come and see you," went on
sweetheart.
look. "You are set up as the Champion Deadshot of the West,
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were well known as the
and they say you have made a reputation by breaking up partners of Young Wild West, the Champion Deadshot and
I
before,
said
I
as
But,
West.
outlaw gangs throughout the
P1ince of the Saddle.
am disappointed in finding that you are only a boy."
The three had passed through more adventures and thrilling
"Well, don't let that worry you a bit, my friend. If you hairbreadth escapes than the majority of men had ever
go.
yourself
let
just
me
with
came here to talk business
dreamed of going through.
What is your name, if you have no objections?"
This was because they were always looking for adventure,
You
Company.
Mining
Hill
the
"I am Bedford Hill, of
and as their mining interests in v~rious sections of the West
may have heard of that company."
them to go when and
"Yes, I have heard of it. It is one of the biggest and most brought them in incomes that permitted
where they pleased, they followed the l:fe they thought was
prosperous in this section, I guess."
best fitted for them.
"Probably. But as I hardly think you are old enough to
The girls, as they called Cheyenne Charlie's wife and Arido the business I had in mind, there is no use in going any etta and Eloise, most always went with them on their trips
further. I am afraid the stories I have heard about you have in search of fortune and adventure throughout the wildest
been greatly exaggerated. But I am glad to have made your parts of the country, and they had learned to love that sort
acquaintance just the same. I have no doubt that some of of a life, as well as the i;wo boys and the scout.
these days you will make your mark here in the great and
The party had reached Prescott the night before, and had
growing West."
up at the leading hotel, as they always did when they
put
"Are you a Westerner?" asked the boy, smiling at the struck the town.
man.
At the time of which we write Prescott was not as large
"Yes; I was born in Montana."
as it is now.
"But you never lived there a very long time, did you?"
It was really one of the hustling mining towns of the West.
"Well, no," admitted Bedford Hill. "I went East to live
All sorts of characters gathered there, and revolvers and
when I was quite a small boy. I was educated there and
by the majority of the men.
learned the office business of my father's concern thoroughly. bowie knives were carried
Our hero and his friends always went armed.
I have only been in Arizona a little over six months, to tell
This was necessary, since they always sought the places in
the truth."
their travels where it was not safe to go unarmed.
to
glad
am
I
morning.
good
Well,
Hill.
Mr.
"I thought so,
In Prescott this was not necessary, fo course, but those who
know you. I hope we will meet again and get better ac- owned weapons never took the trouble to conceal them when
quainted."
they came to the town.
"Those are my sentiments exactly," was the reply, and
"Well, Wild, what did ther galoot want?" asked Cheyenne
the
from
withdrew
and
politely
bowed
then Bedford Hill
Charlie.
room.
"I don't know Charlie. H,· '-'i->?l!t tell me."
"That tenderfoot has an idea that he knows a whole lot,
.. he sai.d v.
'
CHAPTER I.
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YOUNG ViTJLD WEST'S STRAIGHT SHOT.

All hands looked surprised.
"Why, how is that?" queried Jim Dart.
"lie found that I was only a boy, and he allowed that I
wouldn't fill the bill."
"Ohl"
"But I rather think he will want t o see me again," went on
the young deadshot, with a smile on his handsome, manly
face. "Of course, it makes no difference whether he does or
not. But I thought perhaps there might be some sort of adventure for us before we left Prescott."
"\Yell, we don't want to stay hero more than a day or two,
Wild," spoke up our hero's sweetheart. "I don't like it here.
I would much rather be camping out somewhere in the mountains than be housed up in this hotel. Not that the hotel is
not as good aa we could expect, but there is no real freedom
.
her~."
"That's right, Et. We won't stay here long, unless something happens to detain us."
"Let's go to ther barroom an' see wh. f's goin' on there,"
suggested the scout, with a yawn. "It 11 be over an hour
afore we git our dinner, an' I feel like <loin' somethin' ter
make me furgit that I'm gittin' hungry."
"All right, Charlie; we'll do as you say. It might be that
we find the •man who appeared to be so am..-ious to · see me
until he found that I was only a boy. Probably he is there,
busy asking questions about me at this minute."
The young deadshot and his two partners left the girls to
themselves and wont to the bar part of the hotel.
Wild was right when he said that Bedford Hill might be
the1·e, making inquiries about him.
The man stood at the bar, busy talking to a tall, darkfeatured man, who had the appearance of being a cattleman.
The two turned when our friends entered, and the face of
Hill lighted up.
"Ah, Young Wild West," he said, "we were just talking
about you. Here is a man who i:;ays he has heard a lot about
you. He is Mr. Dan Haverly, and he is an old Westerne1·.
Ever met him?"
"I can't say that I have," answered our hero, as he looked
the tall man over quickly and promptly came to the conclusion that he was one who would bear watching.
"Shake, Young Wild West," said Haverly, thrusting out a
hand that was big enough to crush that of an ordinary person should he take a notion to shut to good a.!ld hard.
Wild obliged him and received a squeeze that made him
wince.
But he slipped his fingers a little and answered it in the
same way, and then it was the stranger's turn to wince.
"You've got a putty good grip fur a boy," said Haverly.
"And you have a pretty good one for a man," was the
smiling rejoinder.
"I reckon you're right. I could have broke ther bones in
ycur hand if I had wanted ter."
"Probably you could, if I l,.:id submitted to it. But I
wouldn't let it go as far as that."
"Ha, ha, ha!"
Dan Haverly laughed as though he thought it a good joke.
"Mr. Haverly says he has heard all about how you came to
be called the champion deadshot," said Hill, changing the subject. "He says you once beat a lot of cowboys at a shooting
match, and that they gave you the nickname on account of it."
"I guess Mr. Haverly don't know much about it if that
is wha:t he says," replied '\Vild. "But let us have a cigar; I
feel just like having a smoke before dinner."
He spoke in such a cool and easy way that the men standtng in the barroom looked at him with more than ordinary
foterest.
Dan Haverly was evidently well known there, and. it struck
them that he han received a pretty good snub.
"You've had r·1tty good luck since you've been in ther West,
I reckon," said Haverly, with a smile, as a box of cigars was
placed on the counter.
"Yes, pretty good luck, I should say," retorted Wild, as he
took a cigar and motioned for the box to be tendered to all
hands. "How has it been ,vith you?"
"\\'ell, fur ther fifteen years I've been here I've had putty
good luck. I ain't never been licked fur bein' sassy, anyhow."
"Neither have I, so we are about even on that. But I have
lived in the West two or three years longer than you have,
so that makes me have a shade the best of you."
Haverly lighted his cigar and gazed at the boy as though
he did not just know what to make of him.
It was the cool and easy way that struck him as being out
was termed "a bad man
of the 01·dinary, and as he '1"

when he got started," he did not want to lose his temper and
hurt the boy.
That was the way he thought just then.
But at the same time Haverly was not going to allow
Young Wild West to make a laughin!l;-stock of him.
Already he could see a faint smile playing about the lips
of Bedford Hill while Cheyenne Charlie was grinning good
and hard.
''If you've lived in ther ,vest two or three years mo:;.·e than
I have you must have lived here all your life," he saitl, after
a pause.
..I have," was the calm rejoinder.
"How long ago was it that you beat a lot of cowboys at a
shootin' match, an' got ther name of ther Champion Deadshot of ther West?"
"I was seventeen years old when I first remember of being
called the champion. That was two or three years ago."
"Well, that was ther reason they called yer ther champion,
wasn't it?"
"It might have been-then."
"\Yell, .I s'pose ther nickname stuck to yer an' that's why
they call yer it now."
'·No; that's where you're wrong. You don't know anythin~
about it, as I just told Mr. Hill. Of course I like to be called
the Champion Deadshot of the We1,t. Who wouldn't like to
be? I never brag about it, though. The fact is that I am
ready to defend the title at any time, and have succeeded in
doing it more times than you can count on. your fing·ers and
toes. If you think I am not entitled to be called the champion
deadshot, why don't you challenge me to prove it? 'I11at's
the way to do business ."
Dan Haverly opened wide his eyes.
He was beginning- to understand now.
"I don't know ~s I am anything like ther best shot in this
part of ther country," he said. "Yer might beat me shootin',
all right."
"Well, perhaps you know some one around here whom you
think could be~t me? Since the subject has been brought
up, I'd like to sec it settled. If I have no claim on the title
I don't want it."
"You're either a mighty good one, or else you've been
brought up where bluffin' don't cost a cent!" exclaimed
Haverly, and, turning to the representat;ve of the mining
company, he added:
"What do yer think of ther young galoot, Hill?"
"I have come to the conclusion that he is a good one," was
the quick reply. "Only a little while ago I thought he was
altogether too young to attend to the business I have on hand,
but now I am satisfied that my first impression was altogether wrong,"
"What?"
The brow of Dan Haverly darkened.
He looked at Hill in surprise, and then his lip curled in a
sneer.
"He'd make a fine fist of huntin' down tl e.r train wreckers,
wouldn't he?" he said, slowly. "Why- - · "
"You are forgetting yourself, Haverly. What I said to you
was not to be repeated, you know!" exclaimed Bedford Hill,
as he made a motion to place his hand over the man's mouth.
"What do I care who knows it?" was the angry retort.
"You've gone an' picked up a boy ter make a fizzle out of ther
work that I said I would do fur a guarantee of -five thousand dollars. Now go on an' do it! I don't care no more fur
you than I do fur him, an' fur two cents I'd make a row
right here, jest ter show that I don't care fur nobody! You
ain't no good, Hill! An' Young Wild West ain't no good!
He's nothin' but a--"
That was as far as the angry man got.
Wild leaped in front of him with the quickness of a panther.
"Take that back, you big, hulking galoot!" cried the boy.
"Any one who says I am no good, or calls me out of my name,
always has to take it back! You've got to take what you
said back. If you don't I'll shoot you full of holes right in
this barroom. Now, then, show what you're made of, Dan
Haverly!"
If the ceiling had suddenly tumbled in the inmates of the
room could not have been more astonished.
There was a deep sjlence instantly,
Young Wild West and the man, who towered above him several inches, stood near the center of the room, and though
the boy had not offered to place his hand upon a shooter, his
words and manc.er indicated that he meant just what he said.
Haverly gave a gasp. and then he reached out as though
to seize Wild by the shoulder.
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"Young Wild West," said he, "I guess you are just the one
I want. Can we go somewhere a:nd have a little talk?_"
"Yes," was the reply. "I guess we can finish by dinnertime."
"Oh it won't take long for me to say what I want to say."
"All' right. Come on, boys; you are in this, too."
"O.f course your partners are in _it!" exclaime_d Hill.. _"I
meant that, but forgot to mention it. I_t was Y 01:1-nJ; 1y11d
West ::md his part-ners that I had a not1011 of seemg nght
after I heard about you."
They were soon seated in a private roo~.
"Now," said Hill, coming right to the pomt, "I want to know
whether or not you will undertake to run do 1Nn a ga!lg of
tl'ain wrecke:rs that are making things very unpleasant fo1·
our company just now?"
"Do you think I am capable of leading a movement of
this kind?" asked Wild, a twinkle in his eyes. "I am only
a boy, y0u know."
"Certainly I think you are capable," was thE; quick reply.
"I am like Dan Haverly-I made a mistake, only I didn't
fare as badly as he. You are just the people to take chhi-~e
of this thing. If y0u will ap;i-ee to try to run down tho tram
wreclrnrn there is just five thousand dollars in it for you if you
succeed. And in case you don't succeed :vou will be paid at
"
tho rate of twenty dollars a day each until you are called ofl'
by the company. How does that strike you?"
CHAPTER II.
"That is a very fair pi-oposition," Wild answered. "Just
tell us all about this gang 01 train wreckers."
WILD ACCEPTS THE OFFER OF HILL.
"I can't tell you very much about them, but I can tell you
'.tnc bullet from oµr hero's revolver had just touched the that they have done thousands of dollars' wo1·th of damage to
forefinger of Haverly, but it had been sufficient to make him the Hill Mining Compq,ny in the past few weeks. You see,
we have been building a branch from the main line out to
drop the revolver.
the Big Bonanza Mi:r~e, il} order to facilitate the shipning of
"Are you· go:ng to apologize for what you said?"
the ore to the smelter. It is forty-three miles long, and if it
The words rang- out clear a.7.d distinct.
were not for the train wreckers it would pay fo1· itself in less
A look of helplessness came over the face of the villain.
He cast a glance about the barroom, but there was no one than a yeai-. Six times within a month a wreck has occurred
there who even offered a suggestion.
on the road, which is only a single-track affair, and each time
the villains have got away with considerable loot. The sher"I-I guess I ip.ust have made a mistake," he faltered.
"Of course you made a mistake. Now the thing to do is to iff ::,;nd a posse of deputies have been hunting for the scotmrectify it. Come! I don't propose to wait more than a min- drels, but they have failed to catch them so far. 'They are
ute longer."
very daring-, too. and only the night before last they held up
a train that had the paymaster on it and ckancd him out of
Wild stood with his revolver po:nted toward the floor.
All eyes were turned upon him and the man he had con- all he had. The sheriff and his men were lying at a curve
quered so easily.
only half a mile away at the time, waiting for the gang to
"I'll take back all I said, Young Wild West," said Dan appear, as it was thought they :rnight know the paymaster
Haverly, speaking as though it cost him a great effort to do was aboard and make an ,attack. They got away after they
so. "I made a mistake, as I said afore."
had shot and killed the fireman and a brakemn."
"All right. Now you can pick up your shooter. I am
Young Wild West was much interested in what Hill said.
thl:ough with you, unless you take a notion to interfere with
"What do you think of tl1e proposition, boys?" he asked,
me again."
turning to -Charlie and Jim.
The rascally fellow made no reply, but picked up his re"I reckon we'd better try our luck, Wild," the scout
volver and slunk away to wash out his bleeding mouth and promptly answered.
doctor his finger, which had been skinned by the bullet.
"That's right, Wild," exclaimed Dart.
After grazing Haverly's finger and causing hlm to drop his
"All right, then. Mr. Hill, it is a go,"
revolver the bullet had lodged in one of the rather fancy
"Good! I'll have thEJ papers drawn up, and you can come
posts th~t supported the ceiling in the barroom.
to the office of the company this afternoon and ,:ee that they
Wild went over and looked at it.
are signed properly. I have taken hold of this business, and
He saw that it was quite an ugly mark on the post, so, I mean to put a stop to the doings of the train-wrecking gang.
turning to the man in charge, he said:
It was left to me to go ahead and hire whom I like. I have
"I'll pay for a brand-new post, and all the expense of put- hired you and your partners, Young Wild West. There will
ting it up, bosi,. Order it as soon as you like."
be no charnr,e in the thing now. You are the ones to try and
"I don't want a new post," was the reply, for it was the do the work."
owner of the hotel himself, who happened to be there just
"Well, Mr. _Hill, I ~ess we can manage it all _right. W,e
then. "I guess that bullet in the post will be a sort of adver- have had busmess with all sorts of crooks, a:nd 1f we can t
tisement for the place. Customers will ask questions, and soon find out where this ffarticular gang- hangs out I'll miss
then it w~ be interesting to them to hear how it got there. my guess. Once we do that, the rest will be easy cn.ough."
It is all ng-ht, YounR" Wild West. I'm going to set 'em up
"They are pretty desperate men, though," and Hill sh<;>ok
now. What'll you have?"
his head. "I shouldn't desire very much to be caught spymg
Everybody came up to the bar and Wild and Jim took soft on them."
drinks,.. being the only ones to do so.
"Oh, that part of it is all right. But I want to tell you
Charlie liked a little "tanglefoot" now and then, but he
something before we go any further. You are not to say a
had learned how much to take of it since he had been a word
to any one about hiring us for this job. Of all the peopartner of Young Wild West.
ple around here, you must not say a thing conceming it to the
The dashing young deadshot never tasted anything strong, fellow
they call Dan Haverly. I never saw that galoot benor did Dart.
in my life but I'll bet all I am worth that he is an outIt was not because they opposed the selling of liquor, for fore
and-out crook.' You may think differently, but I can't help
that would have been a foolish thing for any one to do in that.
Dan Haverly is no good, and if he bothers me much I'll
West.
the
of
towns
mining
the
Whisky was one of the adjuncts to the business and gam- take pains to prove it."
"I can't say that I know very much about Haverly," rebling was almost on a par with it.
"But what
Those who wanted it could have it, as far as our hero was torted the young man, shrugging his shoulders.
good
concerned but he found that he could get along very well I have seen of him made me think that he was a pretty
sort of a fellow, in his way, until a little while ago. He ce-rwithout it, so refrained from trying it.
After he had swallowed his drink Bedford Hill came up tainly did try to make you appear small before the crowd in
the ban-oom, and when h~ said what he did, -both to myael!
and put out his hand to the dashing young deadshot.

Spat!
A sinewy right arm shot out and a blow landed squarely
upon his mouth, sending him staggering backward.
"Don't put your hands on me, you big galoot! If you want
to do an rthing, shoot!" cried the young deadshot. "You ha".e
got to take back what you cal.led me, and that's all there 1s
to it!"
There was no need of telling the villain to shoot.
The blow he had received maddened him so that there was
mm·der in his eyes now.
He spat out a mouthful of blood and gripped the revolver
that protruded from the holster that hung below his right
hip.
But Young Wild West was much quicker than he.
With a lightning-like move, he drew his shooter and pulled
the trigger.
Crack!
The report sounded through the room and Dan Haverly
dropped his revolver as though he had been bitten by a rattlesnake.
The inmates of the room scurried for a place of safety, but
Young Wild ·west stood there as calmly as though it was but
a bit of horseplay he was rehe:n·sing.
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and you I put him down as~ qad-tcmp.:!!'Cll, vind !:U,e 11~·1. 'j "\':ell. I'm one of Dan Jfavcrly's fr:cnds."
"I thoup;ht _so the r,ioment 1 s:l:w you."
.
'!'hat do~s not say that he is a rogue, t hou7h:'
\v till \\'as Just as cool as an 1ceberP.;, .
"Well, I say he is a 1ogue, and as it 1:s quite likely he ,nll,
try to g·et revenge upon me for shooting his revo1vcr out of I "I'll bet a hundred dollars yer Int him when he wasn't
his hand, I will have the chance to prove it to you that I am lookin'!" went on the man, showing only too plainly that he
right. But let that be as it may, I'll guarantee you t~at we 11 was looking for trouble.
··Al'c you looking'/" asked our hero as he steppeJ a Utle
clean up the train wreckers inside of a week, 1\Ir. Hill. We
closel' to him.
have a way of doing things when we once get on a trail."
"1 rcclrnn I um," was the retort.
"I feel satisfied that you will do l>.S you say," was t,~e reply.
"All h;-ht. Ye~p right on looking. for I am going to smash
"I now believe all I have '1eard about you. You are surdy a
you in the mouti., just the same as 1 did Haverly!"
wonder, Young Wild West."
Spat!
"Never mind about the wonder part of it, eh, boys?" ·
Yo.mg· Vlild West knew what was up, so the sooner he set"'!'hat's right," spoke up the scout. "We a.n't wonderful,
but we do things when we try real hard, an' ycr kin bet your tied it the better.
lie hit the man squarely in the mouth and sent him back
life on it!"
Hill remained with them until the bell rang for dinner, re- ag-ainst the bar with such force th.at the bottles and glasses
lating all he knew about the different holdups, and telling jingled.
"1'I0W, then, pull your gun, and I'll shoot it out of your
them how much it had cost to repair- the damages done to
the track, engines and cars, as well as the amount of money hand, the same as I did with Haverly!"
The fellow did not reach for his shooter, but the two with
and gold th.at had been stolen by the villainous gang.
It aggregated a large sum, and Wild was not slow in tell- him did.
·stop that!" cried Cheyenne Cha1·lie, whipping out his sixing him that it was worth a great deal more than five thousand dollars to the company to get rid of the train wreckers. :;J,ooter. ''I'll put an air-hole through ther first galoot what
"But never mind," he added. "We'll mana~e to cle::m up J1aws a gun!"
Young· Wild West was certainly master of the situation.
the gang in short order. We won't be long in making that
five thousand."
"You are very confident," retorted Hill, as he pa.rted company with them. "Well, I'll come over and see you this afternoon, and then we'll go over to the company's office together."
"All right."
CHAPTER III.
After dinner Wild told the girls of what was in the wind
and they we1·e very much interested, especially Arietta.
MORE EXCITEMENT AND A LITTLE CLEVERNESS.
"I guess we'll have to take a hand in this business. Wild,"
said the latter, tossing her golden head and looking as though
"Gentlemen," said Young Wild West, addressing the astonshe meant it. "We are not going to remain cooped up here isheJ guests of the hotel, "these three galoots wanted to pick
in Prescott while the hunt for the train wreckers is goiug r. row with me because I called a fellow named Dan Havel"ly
on."
g·ood arid hard this morning. They have got a grudge against
"Wait till we find out just where this new railroad branch me on that account. Now, then, they have either got to fight
is, Et," was the reply. "If it is close to the town we will make it out 01· eat dirt! I now invite them outside. There are
our headquarters here; if not, we'll go over to the Big Bo- three of them and there are three of us. It will be a square
nanza Mine. There must be a pretty good-sized camp there." deal. Get outside, you sneaking coyotes! If you have got
"You can depend upon it that it is not very close to Pres- any s:md in you now is the chance to show it!"
cott."
Jim Da1t had drawn his revolver now, and, standing at
"Well, we'll find out this afternoon."
the side of the scout, he was ready for business.
It was about an hour later when Bedford Hill came to the
Neither of the-three made a move.
hotel and inquired for our hero and his partners.
Our hero waited for fully a minute, and then, turning to
They left the girls to themselves and joined him in the bar- D::u·t, he said:
room.
"Go out and get a good, big handful of dirt, Jim. They
Dan Haverly was not to be seen there, but as our friends h~,ve got to fight or eat dirt. and that is all there is to it. I
fellows
villainous-lookingwent in they noticed two or three
am going to keep my word."
at the bar.
The rascally fellov:s turned all colors when they heard this.
Wild also took notice that they were eyed sharply by them.
Jim waited a second or two, and, seeing that they made
and then he set them down as being friends of the man he had no move to leave the barroom, he went on out.
ce.lled that morning.
He returned in a minute with the dirt, which he had scraped
"I reckon those fellows will bear watch:ng," he whispered out of the street in front of the hotel.
to Charlie and Jim.
"Make three piles of it on the floor, Jim," was the young
"You bet!" was the reply.
deadshot's order.
"Well, we may as well go right over to the office," said
This was done right away.
Hill, in a low tone of voice, as he met them. "The quicker
"Now, you sneaking galoots, get down on your knees and
you get on the trail of the train wreckers the better it "ill chew dirt!"
suit the company and myself."
The command rang out sharp and clear.
"All right," answered Wild; "\ve will go with you right
There was a deathly silence.
away."
"Come! Get a move on you! I don't want to spoil the looks
Just then one of the villainous-looking men in the place of this barroom. Do as I say! I am going to start in shootcalled out:
ing pretty soon if you don't, and when I start in my partners
"I've been hPngin' around here over half an hour waitin' will try their hands at the game, too. You fellows were very
ter git a look at ther galoot they call Young Wild West. They anxious for a row a little while ago. Now you've got the
tell me that he knocked a few of Dan Haverly's teeth out chance of your lives, and you're afraid to take it."
this mornin', an' then shot his gun out of his hand. I want ter
Our hero and his pa1·tners now had the trio covered.
see ther human bein' what done all that!"
The villains looked at each other and then cast a glance
''\Veil. here I am; take a look at me," answered our hero as around the room, as though in search of some o,ie to take
quick as a flash, for he had been ant·cipating something of their part.
the kind to happen.
But they did not get even a glance of sympathy.
There were three of the gang, and they all were much surCrack!
pl'ised to see the boy turn and answer so quickly.
Suddenly Wild fired a shot and loosened the spur on the
The sl)okesman recovered himself quickly, and, nodding at right heel of the man he had struck with his fist.
our hero, said:
Crack!
Another shot and the left one flew off entirely.
"So you are Young Wild West, eh?"
Crack!
''That is just who I am," was the cool rejoinder.
Cheyenne Charlie fired and hit the heel of the fellow on the
"Is it so that yer gave Dan Haverly a punch in ther mouth
left, who wore no spurs.
an' knocked a few of his teeth loose?"
Crack!
"Well, I don't know how many teeth were loosened, but
Jim wanted to show that he was also a factor in the game,
I did give him a punch in the mouth."
and he chipped a piece from the boot-heel of the third.
"Are yer good on that l;usiness ?"
Then the one the scout had shPt at dropped upon. his knees.
•Pretty good, I think."
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"Don't shoot no more!" he howled. "I'll do anything yer
say!"
"Eat dirt, then," answered Wild, coolly.
"I-I don't know how," pleaded the ruffian.
"Learn how, then. Hurry up!"
The villain was very pale, and that he was badly frJghtened was plainly evident.
He crawled over to one of the little piles of dirt and bent
down till his mouth touched it.
Then he took a little bite and began chewing for all he
was worth.
That seemed to be the cue for his companions to get at it,
for they both dropped upon their knees and each took a bite
at the dirt before them.
"That will do," said Wild, calmly. "Now, then, if I ever
find either of you looking for trouble again, I will make a job
for the undertaker so quick that you won't know what struck
you. Get up, the three of you! You need something to
steady your nerves. You are all run down!"
Up they got with alacrity.
That command was the most welcome they had yet received from the young deadshot.
Our hero then told the man in charge to treat all hands,
and when he had settled the bill he asked what the damage
to the floor was.
"Nothin'," was the reply. "Ther bullet-holes will make
tenderfoots open their eyes when they happen ter strike here.
We'll tell 'em that Young Wild West an' his two pards made
'em, an' that ther bullets hit ther boot-heels of three galoots
that had to eat dirt."
Thei-e was a laugh at this, foi- the excitement was now
over, and, though there were three or four present who were
not afraid of anything. they had 1·emained in an attitude of
silence that was akin to awe.
Young Wild West knew he had rubbed it in good and hai-d
on the three m en, but he was sure that they had intended to
pick a ro,v and shoot him, so he felt that he had not done
anything that was out of the way.
One thing about the dashfog young deadshot. he never
bullied a person unless that person tried to bully him first.
He adhered always to the principle of right, and there was
nothing that would make him deviate from this principle.
The three men took their whisky with much better grace
than they had "taken their medicine."
They were completely cowed, though any one would have
readily imagined that they would seek revenge at the first
opportunity.
Thel'e are few men, good or bad, who would not feel ,like
getting square, after having been subjected to such fierce
treatment.
They went out by the back way as soon as they could do
so.
'
"That is the best I ever saw!" declared the proprietor of
the hotel, who had witnessed the whole proceeding. "Those
fellows are about the worst in the town. They always start
some sort of a i-ow when they come in here, but this is the
first time I ever saw them get all they deserved. Dan Haverly is about as bad as they al'e, too. But he is a man who
has had the upper hand among the roughs of Prescott for a
long time, and there isn't anything real bad booked against
him, only that he cuts up a great deal when he gets too much
tanglefoot aboard."
/
At this juncture a Chinaman stepped in and looked around
in a timid way.
He was just a plain, ordinary Son of the Flowery Kingdom, only he looked a trifle more innocent than the usual run
of them, perhaps. ,, ··-' ,
"Hello, Hop!" said Young Wild West, smiling at him. "What
are you after?"
"He's got one of his pains, I'll bet!" spoke up Cheyenne
Charlie. "Ther heathen galoot always has a pain whenever
he wants a drink of tanglefoot read bad."
"Misler Charlie allee samee fortune-teller," said the Chinaman, placing his hands across his stomach and making- a wry
face; "me gottee velly muchee bad pain, Misler Wild."
"Well, go ahead and cure it, then. But if you take too
much you'll wish you had not, I can tell you. You know I
won't have any one _g-et drunk that works for me."
"M:e undelstand, Misler Wild; me gittee dlunk; me allee
samee 11:oodee Chinee. Me velly nicee Sunday school schollee
in 'Flisco."
So saying, Hop, as he was called, walked up to the bar and
called for a drink.
He was one of two who were in the employ of our hero and
his friends.
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Wing Wah, his brother, was the cook for the party when
they we1·e traveling about and camping, and Hop Wah was
the man-of-all-work.
In spite of the fact that he was very innocent-looking, Hop
was really a wonderful fellow.
He was a very clever sl eight-of-hand performer, a professional card-sharp, a born joker and I:ked whisky.
The majority of his accomplishments were nothing to brag
of, to be sure, but he possessed them, so we are in duty
bound to mention it.
As he had been of very valuable aid to our friends-saving
their lives on some occasions-he was indeed a valuable acquis;tion to the party, and it was pretty certain that he could
remain in their employ as long as they need a man, or he
chose to.
It is doubtful if he could have been induced to leave them,
too, fo1· he was one of the sort who made money through
his knowledge of the various card games in vogue to keep
him always supplied with a big, fat wallet, and, then, there
was not a g-reat deal for him to do in the line of real work.
When he swallowed his drink of "tanglefoot," as he always called whisky, a happy light broke over the Celestial's
yellow countenance.
"Me feel allee samee likee bully boy with um gla'ssee eye,"
he declared. "Um pain allee _g-onee. Me , gottee uncle in
China whattee velly muchee smartee, and me allee samee
likee my uncle."
Our hero and his partners knew that something was coming when he made that remark.
Whenever he wished to play a joke on somebody, or perform a little bit of his magic, Hop always made the remarlt
about his uncle, and, incidentally, himself.
"We'll wait a few minutes. Mr. Hill," said our hero to the
young man who had been waiting for them to go over to the
office with him. "We have had a little excitement; now we
will have something in ,the line of fun. Just keep your eyes
on our Chinaman."
"All right," was the r eply. "I have been anxious to get
out of here ever since you came in. but now that the danger
is over, I don't mind staying. It will be a relief to see someth ·ng- funny happen. What just took place is altogether too
swift and strenuous for me."
"Well, you mustn't mind little things like that. The woods
are full of ruffians who need to be tamed, you know."
Hop now cast a look at Wild, evidently to find out whether
it was all right for him to go ahead or not.
"Huny up, Hop. Show the gentlemen a little trick, if you
want to," said the boy, nodding to h im.
"Allee li_g-ht," and the Chinaman took the bottle that was
on the bar before him and pou~·ed his glass nearly full.
Those looking on thought he was going to drink the liquor,
but he did not.
Instead, he pulled his big yellow handkerchief from his
pocket and held it up for inspection.
"Evelybody watchee," he observed, a bland smile on his
face.
No one but Wild and his partners knew wha.t he was up to,
but they all grew interested just the same.
Hop carefully placed the handkerchief over the glass of
liquor, taking care to leave the centre of it standing up so it
looked like an inverted cornucopia.
" "Me dlinkee um tanglefoot now," he said, smiling sweetly;
everybody watchee."
"You will drink the whisky, you say?" queried Hill.
"Yes, me dlinkee allee samee putty quickee, and no takee
um handkelchief off."
The representative of the mining company smiled.
"You must be a sort of magician, I gu ess," he ventured.
"That is just what he is," spoke up Jim. "Keep your eye
on him, for he can fool the best of them."
The cl.ever Celestial now raised his hand to his mouth, as
though 1t held a glass, and went through the motions of
swallowing something.
"Lat velly goodee tanglefoot," he said, and then he removed the handkerchief from the glass.
Much to the surprise of the lookers-on, the glass was
empty, save for a few drops that remained at the bottom as
is always the case when a man takes a drink.
'
The men in the room crowded around now.
The thing had been done so cleverly that they wanted to get
close to the glass to make sure that here was no humbug
about it.
There was a humbug about it, of course, but they could not
find it out.
Hop had managed to do the trick by means of a rubber ball
with a tube attached to it.
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He had simply allowed the tube to stay in the glass until
the ball had sucked the whisky from it, and then he had
cleverly concealed it under his loose-fitting garment that
might be called a coat.
This had been done before he took his hands from the
handkerchief.
"Now," said Hop, "me puttee um tanglefoot back in um
glassee. Evelybody watchee."
He carefully spread the handkerchief over the empty glass,
placing the tube just where he wanted it to go at the same
time.
With the men c:cowded so close to him, it seemed as though
it would be difficult for him to perform the feat.
But that made little difference to Hop.
He kept talking and smiling, and in a minute or two he was
ready to lift the handkerchief again.
"Now," said he, looking about in his childish wav . "me
showee evelybody lat um ta..'lglefoot havee comee back in um
glassee."
He removed the handkerchief, and there it was, sure
enough.
A cry of amazement went up from all but Wild and his
partners.
As they knew Just how the thing was done, it was not surprising to them.
But Hop did not intend that the whisky should go back into
the bottle.
He picked up the glass and drank it for fair this time.
"There!" said Young Wild ,vest; "now we are ready, Mr.
Hill."

The three went out to the stable that was connected with
the hotel and found the horses all right.
After speaking to them, and patting them on their necks,
they turned to go back and pay a visit to the banoom to
see what was going on there.
Just then Wing, the Chinese cook, came out of the barn,
rubbing his eyes.
The Celestial, having nothinl? to do when they stopped at a
hotel, had been sleeping on the hay to pass the time away.
Wing ,vas a great sleeper, anyhow.
When Wild saw him he at once thought of Hop.
"Where is your brother, Wing?" he asked.
"Me no knowee, Misler Wild; me allee samee be asleep two,
thlee hours."
"We left him at the hotel bar when we want out with
Hill," spoke up Jim. "Maybe he is there yet."
"If he is he must be putty full of bug-juice by this time,"
1·emarked the scout, . with a chuckle.
1
"If that is so I will give him a chance to straighten up, for
we want him to have the pack-horses loaded the first thing
in the morning," Wild said. "I will make him get sober, if
I have to put him under the pump."
The three walked to the barroom.
There were only a few men there, and they were mostly
guests of the house.
The proprietor sat on a high chair at the end of the bar,
a big diamond conspicuous in h:s shirt front.
Wild walked up to him anrl said:
"Do you know where our Chinaman is?"
"Yes," was the reply, "he is in the back room to the left.
There has been a stiff game of draw goin_g- on for over two
CFIAPTER IV.
hours no•-.r, and I j:"ness your Chinee is in the game."
"Ah! I suppose the fool w'll lose all the rnonev he hns
got," and Wild looked at the proprietor with a pecuiiar smile
THE POKER GAME.
on his face.
Wild and his partnp·s went over to the office of the Hill
''.I re~ko1:. n~t," was the retort. "From what I heard, the
Mining Company witli Bedford Hill and the agreement was ~hmee 1? wmr~mg. He has go~ so~e pretty smart sharks playsoon fixed up satisfactorily to all concerned.
mg agamst him, too. I don t mmd tellmg you that tw~ of
Of course our hero ·was not asked to sign anything; it th~m play_~ partn~r g~m~, and that they alw~iys ma~e 1t a
was only a guarantee that they should be paid five thou- PO),nt to divide t~e1,r wrnnmgs after the .u:ame i~ ov~r. ,,
sand dollars in case they succeeded in breaking up the gan.u: I
We:l, they "en t be put to that trouble this time, and
of train wreckers, and the stipuln.tion that they were each ou~ hei O la~ghNl.
.
.
to receive twenty dollars a day until they were called off the . Oh, I thmk they will clean th~ Ch1_nee C!nt. when the proper
job, if the gang was not caught.
t1_me comes. They ~av~ bee11 lettmg hir~1 wm Jttst to enc?ura,?;e
Wild got all the information he could which was not a , him, I suppose. I ret,y soon the~, will run the bettmg up
great deal.
'
high, and then he will los<' all l·e has won in one hanrl."
But he learned that the branch railroad started at a
"Pon't you believe that. Hop can fool the best of them. Are
point twenty miles from Prescott ai:d ran through a very the sharps friends o.f yours, landlord?"
wild part of the country to the mining camp called Bi;,
"No. They come in here quite often, thrlt is :111. I make
Bonanza, and it was forty-three miles long.
.... 11uite n lot m:t of them, but as far as being friends, they are
There were several curves in the track and it was at these not. .A hotel would hardly pay unless thc1·e was gambling
that the wrecks and holdups invariably° took place.
alJ.?wed in it, you know.:•
,, .
There were supposed to be as many as twenty men in the
I suppose we can go m and look at the game? Jnn asked.
villainous gang, according to the reports of the tra'n hands.
"Certainly. There are other tables thorP. and they are
After an hour's talk our friends left the office and went open to thoi-e who get them first. Wait! I'll ;:i;o in w;th you."
back to the hotel.
After he had g-iven some instructions to the bartender, the
They saw nothing of either Dan Haverly or the three boss <:ar.1e from behind the bar and led the way into the
villains who had taken up his cause, though they were on gamblmg room.
the watch for them, knowing well that they could not be
It was fitted up much nicer than the rooms our friends were
trusted.
used to seeing for that purpose.
"Well, girls," said Wild, as they entered the hotel parlor, . There were four poker tables in it and a roulette outfit was
"we will leave he.re in the morning."
m one corner.
"Which way are we going, Wild?" asked Arietta.
Only one of the tables was occupied just now, however.
"We will strike out to the east, and we'll keep near the
There were five seated at it, and chips were piled in front
railroad track, I guess."
o! them.
"Good!"
Hop was one of the players. Our friends saw him the first
Anna and Eloise did not seem to be much pleased as Ari- thing.
etta.
But they were surprised to see that Dan Haverly and one
They were always fearful that something would happen of the three villains who had been compelled to "eat dirt"
when Wild and his partners undertook to run down a gang were there.
of outlaws.
The prop1ietor cast a warning glance at them and whisWhen it was getting toward night our hero suggested that pered:
it would be a good idea to go and see how the horses were.
"Don't interfere with those fellows unless they do with
Wild owned a splendid sorrel stallion, which he had named you, wilt you?"
'
Spitfire.
"We shan't bother them," answered Wild, coolly. "But I
He had tamed and broken the horse himself, and when it didn't expect to find our Chinaman in a game with them. The
was a fiery, wild colt.
other two players are the profession.al sharps, I suppose 7"
The speed and endurance of the animal was wonderful, and
"Yes, and Haverly and the other fellow are about as good.
the young deadshot thought a great deal of him.
They work a partnership game, too ."
He always made it a point to see that Spitfire was hav"Oh, I see."
ing good care taken of him.
"The four have played together often, and I guess they are
Charlie and Jim had good horses, too, but neither of them pretty near even. I suppose they are trying to get what the
could quite come up to the noble sorrel, either in speed or Chinee has got now-all four of them. I heard that the
looks.
Chinee has got a big roll, too."
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"Oh, Hop always has plenty of money."
"The fellow you made eat dirt is no good, as I said before.
But I can't bar him from my place, so long as he does pretty
near the right thing, you know."
"Certainly not," and Wild laughed at the idea.
He understood what the proprietor was driving at. He no
doubt had an idea that our friends did not want the villains
in his place, when really they did not care how many . such
fellows he had there.
Wild quickly made him understand this, and then they
walked over to watch the game.
Hop had noticed tllem as they came in, and he was a little
uneasy at first, no doubt expecting that Wild would call him
from the game.
But this our hero did not do.
He had heard enough to make him think that Hop should
go right on and play and get the best of the gamblers if he
could.
There was no doubt in his mind but that he could, too.
Hop was not the only one to show signs of uneasiness as
the proprietor conducted our three friends into the gambling
room.
Dan Haverly and his friend paled and looked at each other.
But when they saw the newcomers take seats at another
table they breathed a little easier.
"How are you making out, Hop?" Wild asked, nodding to
the Chinaman.
"Allee samee putty goodee, Misler Wild," was the reply.
"Velly nicee gamee dlaw pokee."
The two sharps eyed the boy and his companions for a moment and then went on with the game.
"None· of you need be ala1·med in the least," went on the
dashing young deaclshot, directing his gaze upon Haverly and
the other scoundrel. "We did not come in here to interfere
with you. Play the game just as though we were not here.
You two, who tried to clean me out, have had quite enough, I
guess, so that settles it."
Haverly's lips and nose wei-e swollen badly, and his face
looked anything but pleasant, but he hastened to reply:
"Call it square, Young Wild West."
"'If it suits you that way, it does me, Haverly."
"It does suit me that way."
"Me, too!" spoke up the other man.
"All right; let it go at that, then."'
Hop was all smiles now.
It was his deal just then, and he shuffled the cJ. ,:s in such
an easy and artistic way that the other players looked surprised.
Heretofore he had been handling them clumsily.
"I guess you know more about the cards than you have been
making it appear," observed the sharper who sat on his left.
"Me learnee allee samee velly muchee fast," was the retort.
"Oh, that is it, eh? No wonder you have been so lucky."
"Me velly lucky Chinee, so be."
"Well, I guess you have been lucky enough to win about
seven hundred dollars since we started to play."
"Me no winee velly muchee."
"Anyhow, I guess we had better make the game a no-limit
one, and play with real money. What do you say?"
"Allee light; me no care, so be."
"How about it, boys?"
They were all willing to the proposition.
So they promptly cashed the chips they had, Hop holding
on to the cards, for it was his deal.
"Gamee allee samee bluffee now," he remarked, as he gave
the deck an extra shuffle.
"That's right," nodded the man on his left, putting down
fifty dollars for an ante. "How does that suit?"
"Velly nicee."
The clever Celestial smiled and dealt the cards rapidly.
He was now playing the game as he knew it, not pretending to be -a greenhorn.
He was ahead so far, and he meant to keep ahead and let
the players know that he was right there all the time.
As rapidly as he had dealt them, Hop knew just what cards
he was giving out.
He selected two of the four to pit himself against, and
they were the man next to him and Haverly,
To the former he dealt three deuces cold, while to the latter he gave a four-flush of hearts.
The other two got pairs, just enough to make them come
in on the draw.
So far no one in the game had held anything better than
four tens.
Haverly had managed to get them once, and he had cleaned
up a couple o! hundred.
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In a five-handed game a player seldom gets four of a kind
unless there is some crooked work.
Three aces is a hand that will make a gambler bet a "·hole
lot, while a full hand is sufficient to make him feel a sure
winner.
Hop decided to hold four aces this time, for he was pretty
sure that it would be the last hand to be played.
He had taken care to get the aces together while he was
shuffling the cards, and he knew exactly where they were.
"How many cards?" he asked the sharp on his left.
"Two will do me, I guess," was the reply.
They all came in on the fifty-dollar ante.
The next man drew three cards, and then came Haverly,
who took but one.
The other wanted two, and when he had given them to him.
Hop laid down the deck and picked up his hand.
"Me takee thlee cards," he remarked, smiling blandly, and
then he discarded that mar.y.
The two he had left were aces, and as the first two on the
top of the deck were aces, he was bound to get four.
That would make the best hand that could be had, according
to the rules they were playing under.
The sharper got another deuce, and, though the expression
of his face did not change a p~rticle, he felt elated.
Haverly drew the four of hearts, filling out his flush, but
the others failed to increase the strength of their hands.
Hop got h's four aces, of course.

CHAPTER V.
READY FOR BUSINESS.

Hop smiled sweetly as two of the players dropped out, when
the man next to him put a hundred dollars on the board to
start the betting.
"Gamee bluffee; evelybody play," he said.
"That's all right," answered the sharp's partner. "Let's
see how you make out. You seem to be a pretty slick article,
if you are a heathen Chinee. Here's where you can show
what you're worth."
"I don't believe in bluffin'," spoke up Haverly, trying to
look indifferent. "I always bet ther strength of my hand.
Jest ter show yer that I think I've got a putty good one, I'll
raise that another hundred."
He put down the money, and then, with a smile that was
"child-like and bland," the Chinaman pushed out five hundred
dollars.
"Allee samee two hundled dollee better," he said.
The gambler took a big wallet from his pocket.
"The1·e is no need of beating around the bush," he said,
coolly. "I'll just raise it a thousand dollars I"
There was a short silence.
Young Wild West and his partners were much interested
now, for there is a fascination about a game where there is
a lot of money at stake, and they were only human.
It happened that Haverly had plenty of money just then.
He held a heart flush and he knew it took a full hand to
beat it.
He doubted that any one held a full hand, since there was
an excellent chance to bluff.
He met the raise and lifted it five hundred.
''I'll be with you, right along, my hair-pin!" he exclaimed.
Hop met the raise and boosted it another five hundred.
The sharp began to grow a trifle uneasy.
It occurred to him that the clever Chinaman might have
put up the cards.
But he raised it another five hundred, and then sat and
eyed his two opponents.
Haverly came right along.
Then Hop put it up five hundred more.
What might have been termed a small fortune was on the
table now.
The sharp grew chicken-hearted and called the Chlnaman,
"Got tired, eh?" queried Haverly, with a chuckle. "Well, 1
reckon you'll wish yer had quit afore. That raise of a thousand didn't fool me, did it? What have yer got, heathen?"
He put up the necessary amount as he asked Hop the question.
"Me gottee four lillee aces!" said the clever Celestial,
blandly, and he laid them down before them and coolly
scooped in the pile, straightening out the bills as he did so.
"Whew!" cried one of the pla;ve1·s who had dropped out.
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"Now I guess ycr know whether it was a game of bluff or
not!"
"Me havee velly nicee lillee hand," smiled Hop.
"You stole those aces, I'll bet!" exclaimed the card-sharp,
angrily.
He placed his hand on the butt of his revolver.
Hop quickly arose.
"Melican man say me cheat, me no play some more, allee
samee!" he said.
"Y u stole the four aces, I saw you!" spoke up the angered
man's partner. "I didn't say anything, because I wanted to
see how far you would go."
Young Wild West winked at the Chinaman, and, taking
courage, Hop said:
"You see me steal um aces?"
"Yes, you took them from the bottom of the pack."
"Melican man lie!"
Then the two sharps caught hold of him simultaneously.
"Hold on there!" exclaimed Wild, leaping ovei; to them.
"Let that Chinaman alone. You got beat at your own game.
and now you want to rob him, do you? Just change your
minds, please!"
There was a revolver in the hand of the young deadshot,
and it was pointed toward the two.
They let go their hold upon Hop immediately.
"What are you interfering for, ·young fellow?" asked the
one who had lost the money.
"Well, that Chinaman works for me, and I am not going to
see him hurt," was the retort.
"Better let it go, Holly," spoke up Haverly. "That's Young
Wild West. He ain't ter be fooled with."
"I don't care who he is!" was the reply. "I always stick
up for my rights. If the heathen don't put the money back
on the table I'll shoot him full of holes!"
In spite of the fact that our hero stood with his shooter in
his hand, Holly, as Haverly called him, drew his own gun
and attempted to level it at the Chinaman.
Whack!
·wnd struck him a blow on the wrist and sent the weapon
flying across the room.
"There is not g-oing to be any shooting here!" he exclaimed.
"You just take it easy, or I will thrash you!"
"You'll have to thrash me, then!" and w ith that the gambler
recovered himself quickly and aimed a blow at our hero's
face.
Bnt the blow was neatly parried, and then he got one in
retn:'Tl that sent him sprawling over a chair.
The man's partner made a move as though he was going
to interfere, but Cheyenne Charlie caught him by the collar
·
and pulled him over on the table.
".Test look through this telescope an' see ther stars!" he
said, leveling his revolver at him.
"I told you, Holly!" cried Dan Haverly, as he got' over to
the other side of the room. "You have stirred up a reg-ular
horn('.t's nest now. I done ther same thing myself this
mornm'. Yer kno v how my face looks! Now yer kin imagine
·
how yours will be."
Holly was still full of fight.
He drew an ugly-looking knife from beneath his coat and
struck viciously at Wild.
Whack!
Again the young deadshot struck tke man's wrist.
The effect was instantaneous, for the knife flew from his
.
hand.
Young Wild West knew just how and where to hit a blow
that would cause a person to let go of anything he had hold
of.
Biffl
He caught Holly a good hard one in the pit of the stomach
and down he went, rolling in a doubled-up condition.
"I guess that is about all now," said the boy, coolly. "Hop,
just walk out into the barroom."
The Chinamart was only too glad to do so, for things had
heen altogether too lively to suit him.
l;Joth gamblers had enough of it, so our hero told Charlie
~o let up, and then. he walked o~t of the room. .
The scout and Jim followed him, and the propnetor came
last.
"I guess it is a good thing we are going to leave this hotel
to-morrow," said Wild. "We can't come into the barroom
without we get into some kind of a row, it seems. Hop, I
want you to keep away from there, and also see that you
stay sober to-nig-ht. We are going to leave here the first
thin1; in the morning, so you will have lots of work on hand."
".Allee light, Misler Wild," was the reply.

Just to show that they were indifferent, in case the four
men in the gambling room chose to come out that way, our
friends stopped in the barroom a few minutes.
But they did not show up, so they went to the part of the
house where the girls were and waited for supper to get
ready.
Wild knew that it would get all over town what had happened since they had put up at the hotel, and he also knew
that it was quite likely that Dan Haverly would give· it out
that they were going to look after the train wreckers of the
Big Bonanza Mine Railroad.
So he decided not to show up in public that night.
The young deadshot and his partners played dominoes with
the girls until a little after nine, and then all hands sought
their sleeping quarters.
They were up and stirring before six in the morning, however, and when Wild and Jim went out to the stable they
found Hop getting ready to make a start.
Already the horses had eaten their breakfast and the packhorses were being loaded.
··This is pretty good for Hop," observed Dart. "I had 3:n
idea that he would be in a rather muddled condition this
morning. He couldn't have drank much last night."
"Well, he is getting so he can stand quite a lot of tanglefoot, I guess," answered our hero. "There is no telling just
when he is perfectly sober. Of course he don't make a practice of it; if he did I would leave him down at Buckhorn
Ranch."
"Me allee light!" declared the Chinaman, for he knew that
neither meant all he said. "Me no dlinkee dlop after um
pokee gamee."
"All right, Hop. I believe you when you say that. I guess
you had quite a little before that, though. How much did you
win yesterday, anyhow?"
"Two, thlee thousand dollee, allee samee."
"Well. if it had not been that I heard the four men you
were playing with were trying to fleece you, I would have
made you return the money. As it is, they got served just
rili.11t. You had better put some of your money in the bank."
M:e no putty in um Plescott bank; me waitee till me gittee
to um Denver, allee samee."
"Oh, perhaps you won't have so much when you get there."
"Me havee some more, so be."
"Well, get the horses ready and then go to the kitchen and
get your breakfast. If it isn't ready, just hurry the cook a
little. I suppose you will find Wing there."
The Celestial grinned and hurried away.
Wild and Jim then looked over the horses, and, finding them
all right, went back.
Breakfast was nearly ready, and a few minutes later they
were seated at the table with the girls.
They were not long in finishing the meal, and then our
hero went out into the barroom which was the office, too, and
paid the bill.
He was not surprised to find Dan Haverly there, for he felt
pretty sure that .the big ruffian would be trying to find out
where they were going.
Of course he must have had an idea that they were going
to hunt down the train wreckers for Bedford Hill, but it was
hardly likely he knew .iust when they were going.
found out just then, for when the proprietor told Wild
was sorry to have them leave so soon, he knew they must
going.
But Wild wanted him to know, in fact, so he said:
"We may stop here again some time. Just now we've got
a little business over at Big Bonanza. It won't take us very
long to finish it, I guess, and then we'll strike out up into
Colorado, or go on to Yuma, I don't know which yet."
"Got any interests over at the Big Bonanza?" queried the
proprietor.
"No. I guess it is hard work to get hold of any of the
stock. I hear the mine is paying largely."
"I guess so."
In a few minutes the horses were brought around and then
'
the girls came out and mounted.
All in the barroom came out to see the party off, among
them being Dan Haverly.
Our hero noticed that the villain seemed to be much interested in their departure and he wondered what was passing through the fellow's mind.
As he was going to mount his sorrel stallion Wild looked
at him and said:
"Haverly, I hope the next time we meet you will not go to
calling me any hard names."
The villain scowled, but made no reply.
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reply, while the man acted as though he was suspicious of
them.
"When will a train come back, bound for Big Bonanza?"
In about an hour ther one that went over yesterday afternoon will be along."
"Good! Here, I want to show you something."
Our hero hastened up to the cab of the engine and handed
the document he had received from Bedford Hill to the engineer.
''Oh!" he exclaimed as he read it. "I understand now. Wait
till I call ther conductor."
The conductor of the ti·ain jumped down and ran up to the
engine as he was called by the engineer.
He read the pciper and then looked our hero carefully over.
"I guess you are all right, Young Wild West," he said. "I
never saw you before, but you look just like the description
rve ~eard ?f you. If you can ro?t out the gan1;; that is ,makmg life miserable for us on this road you will be domg a
great thing. I've heard that you always succeed in anything
you undertake, so that makes it look as though the train
wreckers are going to get all that is coming to them this
.
.
ti~e."
You can bet they will!" replied the J'.Oung deadshot. "Now,
then, I want to ask you to do something for me. Where do
you meet the other train?" 1
"On the siding ten miles from here."
"Then the train has started already?"
"It is starting just about now."
"Well, when you meet it just tell the conductor that we
CHAPTER VI.
want to get aboard ·with our horses when it overtakes us. We
want to get into Big Bonanza ·without riding there on horseAT BIG BONANZA.
back. There is where we will make our headquarters while
Young Wild West and his f1iends continued on their way, working on this job."
'TU fix it all right," the conductor assured him. "There
and finally they came to the spot where the branch railroad
is a gang-plank on every train, and the horses can be got
switched off from the main track.
The :nain track itself was only a single-track affair, and in a car in no time. You can ride on slowly, or you can wait
here."
the switch had to be operated by those on the train.
"We will ride on a little way, I think. There may be some
At the junction there was a solitary shanty which had
been built fo1· some purpose or other but was ·not used for one ·spying on us, and we want to make them believe that
'
anything.
we are keeping to the woods. Thel'e are friends of the trafo
Om· hero had no idea how often the trains ran, so he did not wreckers in Prescott, I am sure."
"I suppose so. They are pretty clever in the way they do
know whether one would be along soon or not.
He decided to wait until one came, anyhow, as he wanted the:r work. and they must have members of the gang at both
to make himself known to the conductor and engineer in ends of the route."
charge of it.
"Well, the first thing to do is to find out where they stay
Bedford Hill. had given him a paper, which he was to use when they are not out on business. When we do that we
as a s~1t of crndential, and by showing it he could get the co- won't be long in running them do,vn, you can bet!"
Th_e train went oII as soon as the switch was tun1ed, only
operation of any one employed on the branch and at any
pausmg long enough for one of the hands to lock the switch
time.
The papei- virtually instructed any one in the employ of again.
'.'Wel!, I guess we'll ride _along and keep the track in sight,"
the company to do just as Young Wild West requested them
to.
said Wild_as he mounted his horse. "We won't ru:le very fast,
"I guess we can take it easy for a while," said Wild, as he and we will keep our eyes open for some signs of the villains
di.smounted near the shanty. "There is no telling just when we arE: after. This is just the sort of country for gamgs of
there will be a train. That is something I forgot to ask Hill that kmd to be concealed in. There is plenty of woods, and
the rough and uneven ground, with ravines and gulches here
about."
"Couldn't we ride on in the direction of the mining camp, and there, is sufficient to make me believe that there are
plenty of caves ar~und. The train wreckers have probably
and if we met a ti·ain, stop it?" asked A1ietta.
"Yes, we could do that, Et. But if we could get aboard a got s_ol'l!-e cave that is concealed from the view of prying eyes,
train and ride through to Big Bonanza we would get there and it is there where they live. Boys, we must keep up our
without the train robbers knowing it. That is my idea. We reputation and find it."
"That's 1ight," exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, as he bit off a
can get the horses in one of the ,cars, I guess. The trainmen
will help us as soon as they read the document I have in my piece froIIl: a plug of tobacco. "I reckon we'll strike 'em, if
anybody kin."
pocket."
There was a trail right close to the track that those who
So they all dismounted and settled down to wait.
depended upon horses instead of the train used but Wild did
4':Wild walked into the empty shanty after a while.
·
'He rummaged around and found a red flag in a corner and not want to follow this.
He was looking for other trails-'-those that led into the
he pi-omptly unrolled it and shook the dust from it.
"We may need it," he said. "I guess it is not used here, more dense parts.
If he found one it would be worth following, for the chances
for all trains bound for Big Bonanza have to stop here until
were that it would lead to the hiding place of the villainous
the switch is turned. It is not necessary to flag them."
The flag was rolled up again and given to Hop to take gang.
Of course there was no telling just where the headquarters
charge of.
the train wreckers was, but it must be somewhere aiongit was not long before the whistle of a locomotive sounded. of
A ti·ain was coming up the branch track from the mining the line of the l'ailroad.
The way was rough and tedious, but Wild led them on. and
camp.
in about half an hour they were upon a level stretch that lay
Our friends went out to watch its approach.
at the foot of a series of precipitous rocks, and at an elevaIn less than a minute an engine and four cars appearnd.
from the track, which was a couple
The cars were of the ordinary baggage sort, and on the tion of fifty feet or more
rear one was a caboose that was no doubt occupied by men of hundred yards to the left.
They kept on, and just as our hero thought it was about
guarding the contents of the cars.
The locomotive came to a stop a few yards from the switch. time for them to get down to the track, so they would be able
"Hello !" said Young Wild West. hailing the engineer. "Are to signal the train when it came along, and make it stop, they
struck a trail that was quite fresh.
you going through to Prescott?"
There were hoof-prints that were fresh and those that had
"Yes, that's where we're bound, young feller," came the

"Maybe you won't try to meet me again," went on the
young deadshot. "But you can bet that I will be ready for
you if we do. I know how yo feel toward me. You would
ou're afraid to risk it. Just
like to let me have a bullet, b
take my advice and get the ide ut of your head."
"I ain't got no idea like that in my head," came the reply.
"Yer might know that I a in't ll;ot no love fur yer, after
what's happened, thoUgh. We'll let it drop, Young Wild
West."
"All right, Haverly. Good-by, all!"
Then the dashing young deadshot swung himself gracefully into the saddle and rode off, with Arietta, his charming sweethearb, at his side.
"That galoot will be after us afore long," said the scout, as
they made for the outskirts of the town. "Yer kin bet that
he'll be lookin' fur a chance ter git square, Wild."
"Oh, yes," wai; the reto1t. '.'_I know that, Charlie. It seemi,
that I can't help makmg enemies, no matter where we go."
''Well, it wasn't your fault," spoke up Jim.
"I know that. But that doesn't alter the case any."
They rode along at a sharp pace and the twenty miles to
the railroad junction were rapidly covered.
_When they once got out of Prescott they were in a pretty
wild sort of country, though there was a pretty good road
running parallel with the railroad track.
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Our hero was now satisfied that here was where he was
"Well, we'll leave it till some other time, and keep to the
put them on the right track.
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They began to make remarks about the girls right away,
the spot they had halted at, and the conductor promptly got
an , wishing to stop that sort of work before they went too
ofi'.
far, Wild walked up to them and said;
"You are Young Wild West?" he said, questioningly .
"Maybe you fellows have got mothers or sisters, so just
"That's right," our hero answered, and then h~ showed him
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"Yes. Can you get our horses on a car?"
"Oh, yes. That won't take but a very few minutes. Get
CHAPTER VII.
·
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THE TRAIN WRECKERS.
The train
The next minute one of the side doors of a car slid open and
then out came a gang-plank such as is used on boats.
It will be in order for us to turn our attentio:1 to Dan
But it was necessary to have such a thing on the train that Havel'ly now, as he is to figure prom:nently in this story.
ran to and from Big Bonanza, since there were no platforms
The villain retnained outside the hotel until Young Wild
at the different places they were loaded.
and his friends disappe::ired around a bend in the road.
West
There was a bank there that was almost on a level with the
Then he turned and walked slowly to a saloon that was lobottom of the car, so it was an easy matter to lead the horses cated something like a hundred yards away.
aboard.
Here he was met by the three men who had been forced
In less than ten minutes it was done, and then, remaining to "eat dirt" by our hero.
in the box car with the horses, our friends waited fo1· the
"Well. Dan, they've left, eh?" observed one of them, nodtrain to start.
in the d'rection our friends had taken.
ding
They were not much surprised to find that Bedford Hill
"Yes," was the r_eply; "they're gone, but not forgotten.
was on the train, though he did not show himself until after That's what ther preacher said at my granddarldy's funeral,
it started.
an' I say it fur Young Wild West an' his pards."
"I thought I'd keep out of sight until you had done wnat
"But they ain't gone never ter _;return yet," spoke up one of
you wanted to," he said to Wild. "It is not my place to make the others, smiling in a sickly ,viiy.
any suggestions, you know."
"Not vet, but it won't be long afore they will go that way,"
"What would you have suggested had you been asked, Mr. declared Haverly. "Are yer dry this mornin', boys?"
Hill ? " our hero asked.
"We're ::ilways dry," came the 1·eply from the fellow who
"Well, I thought you would ride along on horseback, and had keot still until now.
"Well, I ain't got much money, sincP. that galoot of a Chitry to find out where the train wreckers were in that way."
"Well, you say that the sheriff and his men have been un- nee skinned us out yisterclay; but I reckon I've got enough ter
able to discover their hiding place, and as they have bee, st:ind treat all rig-ht."
They went lnside and the drinks were brought out.
riding around the country looking for them, it don't apr ar as
A few minutes later all four left the saloon.
though much could be gained in that way. I guess we'll go
"Where now, Dan?" asked the one who had been in the card
on to Big Bonanza and do a little quiet hunting there, Mr.
·
game the clay before.
Hill."
"See here, boys," exclaimed Haverly, looking at them ear"Certainly. It is for you to do as you like in the matte1·.
You have no boss other than the one who pays you the nestly, 'ti said I was g-o;n' ter put yer on a good thing about
a week ago, didn't I?"
money."
"Yes, that's what yer did, Dan. You told me that you'd let
The train pulled into the mining camp without mishap.
But this was to be expected, as the train wreckers had me kriow about it."
"Well, I'll let you know abou~ it right now, Cal. I s'pose
never stopped a train going that way but once, and that was
when they lmew the paymaster was aboard and had quite a you'll be surprised when I tell yer I am ther leader of ther
train w"'eckers."
pile of money with him.
The three villains looked at him incredulously .
Big Bonanza was not much of a place outside of the mines
Haverly looked around, and, finding that no one was in hearthat were located there.
A few shanties and the usual drinking and gambling sa- ing, continued:
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"That's .iest what I am, boys. I've been follerin' you three pass that way, too, and was large and well-adapted for the
up putty close, jest because I needed more men, an' I thought purpose it had been put to.
Haverly found his men all there but two.
you'd be ther right ones ter jine my crowd. I've seen enough
They were at Big Bonanza, so he was informed.
of yer ter know that you'll all fill ther bill, so all you've got
There were thirteen men there, and Cal and the other two
ter do is ter git your horses an' meet me in ther gully, right
new members.
by ther blasted oak tree, a mile out of town, about ten min- villains were promptly introduced to themtheasthree
new ones,
As they were all of the same stamp as
utes from now, an' you'll be put right in ther way ter make
it was not strange that they got on the best of terms right
money easier than you've been doin' it. How about it?"
"Yer kin g-amble on it that I'm your man, Dan,'' exclaimed away.
Dan Haverly did not exact an oath from the three. He
the f ellow called Cal.
simply told them that it was understood that any member ot
"An' me, too," spoke up one of the others.
"I'll consider it an honor ter jine your crowd, Dan," the the gang who proved a traitor would be shot, and that they
must govern themselves accordingly.
third hastened to say.
"Well, boys," said the villainous leader, a<ldressing those
"Ver y well, then. I reckon we understand each other well
enoug-h fur yer ter go ahead. Meet me in ther gully by ther they had found in the cave, "I've got somethin' ter tell yer.
blasted oak. I'll be there inside of ten minutes. You'd better Ther minin' company has hired three galoots t er hunt us out,
fetch blankets along with yer, an' stock up a little with an' they've started on ther job right away. Two of 'em is
.
cartridges. That's all you'll need ter have. Now hurry up, only boys, too."
This caused a laugh from some of the men.
'caus e I've got somethin' on hand. Young Wild W.iast an' his
But Haverly looked serious.
pard s a in't got long ter live, boys!"
"Two of 'em is only boys, you say, Dan 7" questioned a felSo saying, Dan Haverly left them abruptly and went to the
low known as Bilks, who was a sort of lieutenant of the band.
st~ble of the hotel, where he kept his horse when in town.
"Yes. Maybe you've heard somethin' about 'em. It's
I would have managed ter play a putty good game an'
go~ on their inside with Bedford Hill if that r-aloot of a Young Young Wild West an' his pards, Cheyenne Charlie an' Jim
Wild We.s t had not showed up in town" he muttered as he Dart, what's after us."
"Ain't never heard of ther galoots," and Bilks shook his
rnddled his horse. "Ther ga.me is all ~pse,t now, an' we've
got ter work on what we hear from our men in Big Bonanza. head.
"I have," spoke up a man named Hawley, ceasing to smile
But ther train wreckers is goin' ter keep in bu,siness, jest
ther same, no matter how many gits after us. Young Wild right away. "They're sooners, too. They never lets up when
West may be a wonder, an' all that, but he ain't smart enough they gits on a job, so I've heard."
Then they wanted to know all about it, so Haverly told
ter down us. He'll git his medicine all right."
them what had happened over in Prescott, not omitting any~he vill~n soon mounted and rode leisurely out of town, thing, even to how the three new recruits had been compelled
takmg !3, different course from that pursued by our fr:onds a to eat dirt.
•
short time before.
There was a short silence at the end of the recital.
Once outside of the built-up parts, he let his horse go at a
Cal and the other two new ones were very solemn-looking.
canter and soon reached the gully he had spoken of.
"There's only three of 'em, so I don't know how they exThe ten minutes had not quite e!~,sed, and his three friends pect ter beat a gang of nineteen," said Haverly, after a pause.
were not there.
"But as they are after us, now it's fur us ter git after them.
He dismounted and waited for them, occupying his time by Jest remember that, boys. We must git after them. Young
looking in a pocket mirror and trying to straighten out his ,1/ild West an' his two pards has got ter go under!"
bruised features.
A murmur of approval went up from the men.
His lips and nose were still badly swollen from the blow
"They've got three very putty gals with 'em, an' two
Young Wild West had given him the day before, and he was heathen
Chinese," went on the villain. "Them gals would
anything hut a handsome man just then.
make wives fur three of us, if we took a notion that way.
"If I ever owed a grudge to any one, it is Young Wild An' one of ther Chinamen has got a few thousand dollars in
West," he mutten~?-, scowling at himself in the glass. "Why, his clothes. We want him, of course.''
I never had anythmg half as bad as this ha-ppen ter me be"Sa1·tinl" came the reply.
f<;ire. Bedford Hill said he was only a boy, but, thunder, he
"We'll start on ther hunt fur 'em to-night," went on
kin do more than any man I ever seen! H.e is as strong as Haverly. "If we cjon't run across 'em somewhere 'round I'll
:?. lion an' as quick as a flash, while his shootin' beats ther miss my guess. They'll be wiped out clean afore mornin', if
world! But, never mind, that don't say that he's goin' ter we do happen ter strike 'em. Then I reckon ther minfo' comearn that five thousand dollars. I was slick enough ter find pany 'will be ofl'erin' more than five thousand dollars ter git
out what ther minin' company is up ter, anyhow, afore ther us cleaned out."
young galoot got in on ther game. We'll show ther company
There was a cheer at thls.
that they ain't goin' ter drive out ther train wreckers."
"Don't · mak;e so much noise," spoke up Bilks. "Ther gaJust then he heard the clatter of horses' hoofs, and, put- loots might be somewheres around now, an' if they found out
ting the mirror away, he arose to hii, feet apd waited.
where we was they might make trouble fur us.''
A few seconds later his three friends put in appearance.
"Oh, •.they ain't here yet," answered Haverly. "They ain't
It happened that they did not have to go far after their had ,time ter git here yet. They headed fur ther junction;
horses, and they had got what they needed in a huny from I'm sure of that.''
the store that was near by.
"S'pose one of us goes out an' scouts around a little, Dan?"
"\1/ell, you're on time, I see," said Haverly, looking pleased. Bilks remarked. "It might be that they could be rui:J. across."
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"Yes," answered Cal.
"All right; you go out, then. You're a good one fur that
git what we wanted, an' our horses was all rea/iy ter be sad- kind of business."
thin!"
an'
thick
through
yer
dled. Now, then, Dan, we're with
"I'll go. I'll bet I'll find 'em, too."
''Good! If I didn't know yer putty well, boys, I wouldn't
He soon left the cave, taking his horse with him.
further
nothin'
say
won't
I
But
did.
I
hav_e tol<;I yer what
Then the thr.ee p.ew members got better acquainted with
on."
Come
is.
men
my
until I git yer where
the band and declared that they were very glad that they
"Is it fu1· from here?" asked one of the others.
had joined .
."We've got two places, an' one of •em ain't more'n twenty
Haverly assured them that the money realized from the
miles from here{' was the reply. "Tb.er other one is about different hauls that were made was divided equally between
five miles from tlig Bonanza."
all hands, he only keeping an extra ten per cent., which was
for defraying the extra expenses he was under as leader.
"I reckon we won't git to ther other one to-day, then."
"Ther first money taken in you'll git your share of jest as
"Oh, we may fetch up there some time to-night. It depends
soon as we git a chance ter divide it," he said. "So yer kin
whether ther men is at ther nearest place or that.''
They rode through the gully and struck the trail that led make up your mind that you'll git a square deal every time."
"When is a haul likely ter be made, Dan?" a sked Cal, whose
direct to the railroad track, where our friends had boarded
funds were very low.
the train.
"I reckon to-morrer-or maybe to-night, if they attemr,t to
They got to their destination some little time before Wild
and the rest paused to examine the trail they had found, but run a train tlu·ough, lik e they do sometimes," vrn s the reply.
a s it was nearly a mile from where they were, they did not "Yer kin bet that if they're goin' t er do that our men in Big
Bonanza will find it out, an' one of 'cm will be here afore
become aware of theil- presence.
dark with ther information, so ,ve kin git ready fur business."
As our hero had supposed, the hiding place was a cave.
"I hope they do run one out to-night, then, fur I'd like ter
It was well hidden from the view of any one who might

..
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take a hand in wreckin' a train. That's somethin' I never
done yet, though I've had a hand in almost everything."
Cal was in earnest in what he said; there was no doubt
about that.
Haverly nodded approvingly.
,
"I'll give you a chance ter show what yer kin do," he declared. "Men like you are is what I like."
A couple of hours later Bilks came back.
"I found 'em," he exclaimed, triumphantly. "I was jest in
t,me ter see 'em board ther train when it comes along. They
got on, horses, gals, Chinamen an' all. They've gone through
ter Big Bonanza by rail."
·Is that so?" cried Haverly. "I'm mighty glad yer went
out, Bilks."
"Oh, I felt that I was goin' ter find out somethin' that would
be worth knowin'."
The villains were all glad to learn that much, for it told
them where the parties who had set out to run them down
were.
The day wore on.
As they had plenty of whisky and tobacco in the cave, as
well as food, the villains made out very well.
Some of them got pretty well under the influence of liquor,
and when dusk came they were more than anxious to go oi.t
and do some of the fiendish work they were so capable of.
It was just about that time when a horseman rode up to
the cave and gained an entrance by giving the signal that
was 1·equired of him.
He was one of the men who had b_een stationed at Big Bonanza, and when he reported that a carload of ore was going
to be hauled to Prescott that night before midnight Haverly
declared that they would wreck the train, just to show the
new members a little excitement.

CHAPTER VIII.
HOP PLAYS A COUPLE OF TRICKS.

The two cowpunchers looked at Young Wild West in amazement.
They had not expected to hear anything like that from
him.
But they were too much under the influence of drink to
take the full meaning of his words, so they got in a fighting humor right away.
"What are yer talking about, young feller?" one of them
asked in an angry tone of voice. "Ain't we got a right ter
pass complimentary remarks about ther putty gals without
havin' our mothers or sisters brought in it?"
"I have no objection to you passing complimentary remarks," answered Wild coolly. "But when you get insulting it is about time ·for you to shut up. Now I tell you to
shut up! If you don't I'll make you, and I'll do it alone
too, I don't need no help to thrash a pair of drunken galoots like you are."
"Wow!" yelled the other man. "Did yer hear that, Bob?"
"I did, if I ain't dreamin'," was the reply,
"Git out of ther way, then. I'm goin' ter smash him
one right in ther nose."
That was enough for our hero.
Before the cowpuncher could get ready to make good his
threat he sprang· for him and sent him sprawling on his
back with a well-delivered punch between the, eyes.
Then, before the other one knew what was going on, down
he went.
The two men lay on their backs, blinking at the blue sky
above them at the same time.
"Now will you behave yourselves?" asked Wild, folding
hls arms and leaning over them. "You fellows would be
all right if you were sober. I always hate to hit a drunken
nian, but you ma.de me do it. Get up and apologize now."
"Did yer h ear that, Bob?" gasped one.
"l reckon I did, Sam," was the reply.
"Well, I reckon we'd better apologize-or shoot."
"Don't shoot. We ain't go no show."
"All right then."
Up they got, and, bowing meekly, told Wild they were
sor•·y that they haJ spoken out of the way, and that they
would behave themselves in the presence of ladies in the
future.
Th's was more than the boy had expected, for he thought
they were just about drunk enough to try to shoot and
fight .it out.

But it was evident that what he had said to them at first
had made more of an impression than he had thought, and
that the blows he had struck them had simply showed them
how small their chance was to resent the treatment the'S'
were receiving.
The fact was, as the boy said, that tbey we1·e good fellows when they did not have too much drink in them.
A good hard blow between the eyes will sober a man
sometimes.
It acted that way on the pai1· of them.
.
'fhey were both ashamed of themselves, and when Wild
told them it was all right they nodded and left the _spot,
returning to the saloon, acting very sheepi sh as they d1d so.
"That is ther quickest I ever seen them kind of fellers
settled," declared Cheyenne Charlie with a chuckle. "I was
jest gittin' ready ter light inter 'em, fur I thought they
would try ter shoot."
"I was a little surprised myself," answered our hero. "But
it goes to show that they had sense enough to know that
they were in the wrong. I struck them pretty hard-both
of them-but I guess they won't have black eyes, as I hit too
high for that. When they get sober they will come around
and apologize again, I'll bet."
"Well, that won't be very soon, then, for they have gone
into one place they came out of, and that means that they
are after ..more whisky," observed Jim.
The incident was soon forgotten.
No one else bothered them, though a couple of men, who
looked to be miners, had come up pretty close and were
looking at them with interest.
The tents were soon put up, and then it was that Hop
Wah became missing.
The clever Chinaman had done bis part of the work, and
now he wanted a little recreation.
He had stolen away into the bushes that lined the hillside
a short distance from the camp, and then keeping a shanty
betwen him and our friends, he got around to the rear
of the nearest saloon without be~ng seen.
It was the same saloon the two cowpunchers were in.
The two men stood at the bar drinking and comparing
notes.
Strange to say, they were not talking of how they were
going to get square on the boy who had knocked them
down, but were praising him up instead.
"We had oughter knowed better," said one as Hop entered the back door and walked meekly to the bar. "When
he spoke about us havin' mothers or sisters I knowed it
was time fur us ter shet up. But it made me sorter mad,
too, an' that's why I tried ter git a crack at him. I'm awful
glad he licked me, Bob."
"'Blamed if I ain't, too, Sam!" exclaimed the other.
Just then they turned and saw the innocent-looking Celestial.
There were two or three Chinamen in Big Bonanza, so
Hop was nothing new in that line.
But a drunken cowpuncher always likes to pick at a Chinaman.
It seems natural to them..
Neither of them had taken any notice of Hop when they
had the rather disastrous interview with Young Wild West,
so they took it for granted that he was one of those who
worked at the mine in 11he capacity of "washerwoman."
"Me likee havee lillee cllink of tanglefoot," said Hop, smiling pleasantly at the man in charge.
The cowpunchers laughed boisterously.
"Tanglefoot, eh?" said one. "He knows what's good fur
him, hanged if he don't."
"Velly nicee day," ventured Hop, smiling in a more innocent way than ever.
They laughed louder at this.
"Velly biggee sky," went on Hop; "plenty flesh air. so
be."
"Say, Bob," exclaimed one of them, "let's make ther
heathen do a little dance."
"All right," was the reply.
They both drew their shooters.
"Me no likeel" exclaimed Hop, holding up both hands.
The man in charge of the saloon grinned.
"Me Young Wild West's Chinee," said Hop, hoping to stop
them. "You makee me dancec, he comee in allee samee
putty quickee and shootee fullee holes!"
"Who is Young Wild West?" asked the saloonkeeper, as
the cowpuncher hesitated.
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"He velly smartee boy; he outsidee in um camp; makee
you go down floppee, allee samee putty quirk, so be."
He went through the motions of a man getting knocked
down, and then they all understood.
That saved him from being handled roughly.
"Do yer belong with them what's jest pitched ther camp
out there ? " asked the cowpuncher call eel Sam.
"Yes, me workee for Young- Wild West."
"So that is Young- Wild West, eh?" observed Bob.
"I've
heard somewhat about him. It ain't no wonder we g-ot
knocked down, Sam. Young Wild West is a regular terror
on wheels."
"Well, if that's him he's about ther hardest hitter I ever
seen fur a boy!" declared the saloonkeeper, as he put a
bottle ll.nd glass before Hop.
At first he had paid no attention to the order the Celestial had given him, but now it was d"fferent.
Hop swallowed his drink and smacked his lips.
Then he took what appeared to be a live, squirming snake
from his pocket and pushed it along the bar toward the
cowpunchers.
It was only a harmless im:tation that was made of gelatin, or some similar substance, but it was enough to make
the two r:1.en jump back out of the way.
"Velly nicee lillee snake," said the Celestial, smilin.e: b1andly and, reaching out, he picked it up and put it back in his
pocket.
"Thunder!" gasped th'-' man behind the bar. "What do
YOJt think 9f that, boys?"
Ther heathen must be crazy!" cried one of the cowpunchers. who had not had time to see that the snake was
not a real one.
"Me no clazy," Hop declared blandly; "me allee samee
velly muchee smartee. Me gottee unclee in China whattee
velly muchee smartee; me allee samee likee um uncle."
"But ain't ther blamed snake apt ter bite yer ?"
"Me no 'flaid of um snake," and to show that he was not,
Hop pulled out the thing again and let it go sliding al
the bar.
Crack!
The cowpuncher called Bob fired at it the instant it came
to a stop this time, and the lifeless imitation lost its head,
while the bullet glanced off the top of the bar and broke
a bottle that was full of liquor on a shelf.
Hop reached over and calmly broke a piece from what
was left of it.
Then the proprietor and the cowpunchers looked more
amazed than ever.
.
"Why, it ain't no snake at all, boys!" exclaimed the former as he took a good look. "Ther Chinee has been havin'
a little fun with us!"
"Me no say um live snake," explained Hop; "me just
thlow um 'long um counter, so be."
The three looked at the remains and marvelled over the
thing.
They had never seen anything like it before.
"Me likee have lillee dlink of tanglefoot," remarked the
clever Celestial. just as though he had not yet been served.
"Help yourself," was the reply.
The man behind the bar was so busy trying to find out
what the, imitation was made of that he had no time to
wait on him.
But the bottle and glass were there, so Hop simply had
to pour out what he wanted.
The Chinaman had made up his mind"to have a little more
fun with them. since he had escaped being handled roughly
·by the cowpunchers.
He dropped a pinch of some sort of powder into the glass,
though where he got it from so quickly would be hard to
imagine.
Then he picked up the bottle and g·lass and moved closer
to the boss.
"Me wantee you see how muchee me pour outee," he said
blandly; "me no wantee you t'inkee me cheatee."
"Go ahead; I reckon I ain't afraid you'll take any more'n
what yer entitled ter," was the reply.
Hop tipped the bottle and poured the glass half full.
Then something happened that made the boss and the
cowpunchers jump back in alarm.
The contents of the glass foamed over the top of the
glass and ran over the bar, sizzling at a great rate.
'.'.Whattee mattee ?" cried Hop, affecting surprise.
Thunder!" gasped the boss. "I don't know what's ther
matter. It looks as though ther liquor's fermentin', but
that can't be."

"Velly stlangc," and the Chinaman pickt:d up the glas(
and looked at the small qc1antity of liquid that remained
in it.
What was there was slowly turning to a deep red color.
"]\/le no likee; me no dlinkee," he s"aid, putting the glass
down.
It was just then that Wild and Charlie came into the
place.
The cowpunchers were too much interested in the wonderful transformation of the glass of whisky to notice them
until they wern right close to them.
Then they both stepped back and saluted them in a very
friendly way.
"Your Chinee is havin' some fun with us, I reckon," said
Bob. "F"rst he slides a make-believe snake along ther bar,
an' thc.':1 he sets a glass of tanglefoot ter cuttin' up, as
though ther Evil One had his hands in ther game. He's
ther greatest Chinee I ever seen!"
"Of course he is, my friend," answered our hero coolly.
"Hop Wah is one of the best sleight-of-hand performers in
the country. He can fool the very sharpest of mortals. But
who fired the shot a little while ago? That's what we came
over for. We ,thought our clever Chinaman had got in
trouble."
"It was me what fired; I shot at ther blamed snake" Bob
answered. looking somewhat sheepish.
"I thought thet
blamed thing was alive, an' I jest let go at it. I broke a
bottle on ther shelf over there, but I clipped ther head off
ther snake, though."
Our two friends saw the remains of the make-believe
snake on the counter, and then they smiled, for they knew
what Hop had been up to.
"See if yer kin understand this, gents ," spoke up the keeper of the saloon. "First, my liquor foams all over when
ther he~then pom:s it out, an' then it turns red. There may
be a trick about 1t, 1but if there is I can't see into it."
"Well, I guess ther liquor in ther bottle is all right," spoke
up Cheyenn_e Charlie. "Give me a clean glass an' I'll see.
How about 1t, Hop?"
"Velly goodee tanglefoot, Misler Charlie," was the smiling
reply.
Wild expla·ned matters enough to make them understand that it was all a joke, and then he advised Hop to go
back to the camp.
'.'You can have your fun later on," he said. "One of the
bndles of the pack-horses needs a little repairing and you
had better attend to it."
'
They all w~nt back to the camp a few minutes later.

CHAPTER IX.
THE NIGHT RIDE ON THE LOCOMOTIVE.

Wild and his partners made it their business to get pretty
well acquaillted about the camp that afternoon.
They went around among· the miners and • talked with
~hem, hopinp: to find some one among them who might be
m league with the train wreckers.
But the men seemed to be a very decent lot
. At last Wild thought of the two men who had· been watchmg them after the cowpunchers had been disposed of.
They we-re the only two about the camp who had not
been at work just then.
It struck him that it would be a good idea to look them
up.
When he and Charlie had started to go to the saloon in
search. of Hop. after they h"ard the shot fired there, the
two_ mmers walked off out of sight.
Smee that time they had seen nothing of them.
. "I <;lon't know why I didn't think of it before, boys, but
it strikes me now that we should have looked those two
fellows over carefully," he said to his partners after the
men had been mentioned by him.
'
"That's right, Wild," answered Charlie. "When yer see
a couple of galoots layin' around a camp, when there's plenty
of work ter be had, yer kin bet they ain't much good."
It was along toward sunset when this conversation took
place.
"S'pose we inquire about 'em?" rnggested the scout
"All right. We'll go into the saloon we have not vislted
yet. It may be that they are there now."
_So they walked over to the saloon and found it well filled
Wlth the miners, who had stopped in on their way home.
0
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Our friends all had a pretty good memory of faces, and,
though they had not taken a good look at the two men,
they soon found that one of them was there.
Wild looked at him sharply and the fellow turned his eyes.
.. Ahl" thought the boy; "I guess there is something wrong
about you. I'll just have a little talk with you, and then I
can tell better."
He moved over close to the man and said:
"Are you working for the mining company?"
"No," was the reply; "me an' my pard owns a claim here,
an' we're trying ter. sell it."
"vVhere is your pard ? "
"He went away ter hunt up some one that would 1:my
ther claim. Ther Hill Company don't wanter give enour;h
fur it. We know it's all right, but ther gold ore is down
too deep ter git it out by hand. That's why we wanter sell."
"Well, I'll take a look at your claim in the morning,
and maybe I might be a purchaser."
"AU rlghti" said the miner, though he did not seem to
be greatly p eased either.
Wild talked with h ;m a few minutes longer, and then
again assuring him that he would look a.t the claim in the
morning, he turned away and joined his partners, who had
become acquainted with the proprietor of the place.
"I was just asking about you, Young Wild West," said
the boss of the saloon, putt;ng out his hand as our hero
came up. "Mr. Hill told me ubcut you when he was in here
this afternoon, and he says you are likely to remain in the
camp a few days. I had not heard that you were the champion deadshot of the West until he spoke abo ut it. I am
glad to meet you, I am sure. I run what might be called a
pretty decent place for a mining camp saloon and I am
proud of it. I try to use everybody right, and 1' have found
it pays."
The man appeared to be a pretty good sort of a fellow,
and when Wild shook hands with him he made up his mind
that he was too.
Jus_t then Bedford Hill came in, and his face lit up with
a smile when he saw our friends in conversation with the
proprietor.
"Hello, ,Mackey! So you have got acquainted with tbe
champion deadshot and his partners, ch?" he said. "Well.
I promised to introduce you to them , so I will now."
"I guess we know each othe r now," answered our hero
with a lauJh. "It never takes us very long to get acquainted;
you know .
.. The same here," said Mackey.
Then, lowering his voice, he said:
"What was that galoot talking to you a.bout, Youn,g Wild
West?"
::oh. he says he has a claim for sale," was the reply.
He does, eh? Well, don't you think of buying anv claim
he has for sale. His claim ain't worth ten dollars He must
think he is going to catch a sucker, seeing that' you are a
stranger here."
"O_h, I am not easily roped in on buying claims."
Wild then came to the conclusion that the man had lied
ti? him about having a claim to sell, and that made him set
him dow_n as well worth being watched.
He said nothing to Charlie or Jim just then, for he ha.d
no chance.
Mackey proved to be a man who liked to talk a great
d0al, and it was over· half an hour before they left the
place.
As they walked over to their camp Hill followed them.
"Say," said he, "we are going to send an engine and car
over to Prescott to-night. Perhaps you might like to ride
over. It is hardly likely that the train wreckers will bother
it, but there is uo telling about it."
"Certainly," answered Wild, thinking it would be a good
idea for them to go. "Charlie and I will go, if you have
no objections."
Jim looked a bit disappointed but said nothing.
"Does any one know that the train is going out to-night?"
Wild asked.
"Why, there is no secret about it." was the reply.
"The company is not in the habit of sending out trains
in the night time, is it?"
"No; it is onl y once in a while that they do it. They have
got a carload oi prcttv rich ore t!lat they want to get to the
smelte1· a s soon a s pos:;ible. It is to be shipped East as soon
as it is made into 1-' gs, and the y arc in a hurry to get it
there. As the company owns th e ra ilroad, they can send
trains out :my tim e th ey Jilce . f; '.l lon.g a s th ey do not interfe1·e with the schedule of the main line."

,,

"All ri ght, Mr. Hill; Charlie and I will ride over to Prescott with you-I suppose you al'C going?"
"Yes, I am going back to take charge of the office there.
If you go over with us you can get back before morning,
for the car will be left there and the engine will come back
without it. There will be room on the engine for you."
"All right."
"You're late for supper, Wild," said Arietta, as Hill refused the invitat:on to eat with them and went a,nJ.y.
"Yes, and I have been finding out a few things, and it took
seme time to get started."
·'Have you .found out anything about the train wreckers?"
"I think I have, but I won't say for sure."
"What do you think, Wild?"
"Well, I have got an idea that there were a couple of
them right here in the camp when we got here."
All hands looked interested.
"I also have an idea that one of them has left for the
purpose of notifying the gang that there is a train goi.:i ,~
through to-night."
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie; "I r ecko:i.
that's about thcr size of it."
Then our hero related hi s conversation with the man in
the saloon, and he declared that he ·was of the opinion that
he was one of the gang that had been causing so much
damu g-e to the company.
"The other fellow, whom he claims is h ' s partner in t),.;
ownership of t h e claim, has gone to let the gang know that
there is an en_gine and car going through to-night, and they
will try to wreck the train, I think," ·he added. "Charlie
~nd I are going on the engine, Et."
"Ohl" and the girl looked at h im eagerly.
"Why, what is the matter, Et?"
"I want to go with you."
"You ride on a locomotive, all crowded up with the engineer, fireman and the rest of us!"
' hy not? I won't take up much room."
";veu, I guess you will have to ask permission of Mr
Hill then," and the boy laughed as though he did not think
she would get it.
•+[ wil(." she said quietly. . "I am going on this night ride,
and I will be on the locomotive ·with you."
The subject was dropped then and supper was eaten.
It was not long after dark when Dedford Hill came over
to the camp.
..You and your partner can be ready at ni_p.e o'clock Mr
·
'
West," he said. "Vve are going to leave then."
"Mr. Hill," spoke up Arietta, "I am going along too."
"You!" exclaimed the mining companv's r epresentative
"Yes, I am go_ing. I guess I won't 'take up very m~ch
rnom, and there 1s always room for one more anyhow "
·
Hill looked at Wild.
.. "I guess. she'll have to go then,'.' said the boy with a smile.
When Arietta makes up her mmd to a thing she is hard
to_ beat. An~,}10w, as far as any danger is concerned, she
w~ll be all right. If there is any shooting to be done she
w•ll do her part."
So it was arranged that Arietta should be one of the
party.
Anna_ ~nd Eloise both declared that they would not c:i,re
t o go, 1f they were asked, anrl they could not understand
why it was that ~rietta wanted to go· so badly.
But sh e explamed that she wanted to do it for the novlty of the thing.
When. thf' time came for the engine and car to leave our
three friends were on hand.
Arietta left her rifle at the camp, because she thought she
would ha:7e no use for it in the night time.
But W1l~ and Charlie carried theirs, as ,t hey always did.
The engineer and firemen were not a little surprised when
they found _that they were to take a girl along on the trip,
but they qmckly arranged a seat in the cab for her
At the time of which we write the locomotives ·in use on
such roads were not exactly of the pattern now in vogue.
There was plenty of room in the cab.
The train started off and the ride for Prescott began
It had clouded up since the sun went down and it w:i:s a
pretty dark night.
At a speed of about fifteen miles an hour they went
along, Wild and the engineer keeping a sharp lookout ahead.
The headlight cast out a glow that showed the rails a
considernhle d'stance ahead of them, and hy putting on the
airbrake the engifle could be stopper! quickl y.
Everything went along smoothly until they neared the
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point where our friends had boarded the train that morning.
On the advice of our hero, the engineer had slowed down
a little for it had occurred to Wild that if nothing happened when they got that far it was quite likely that they
would go through safely.
Just then, as they rounded a short curve, a lantern was
seen on the track ahead of them.
At the same moment Wild saw that a rail was missing.
"Stop her!" he cried.
But the engineer had taken notice about as quickly as
he had and s1mt off the steam and applied the brake.
The locomotive came to a standstill within a few feet of
the spot the rail was missing from.
"So the train wreckers are at their work, are they?" observed our horo coolly, as he held his revolver in readiness.
He knew it would hardly do for him to thrust his head
out of the cab window, so he waited.
In less than a minute a voice rang out from the bushes
at the side of the track:
"If you show fight you will be riddled with bullets, fur
we've got yer covered!"
It was the voice of Dan Haverly, and Wild and Charlie
recognized it instantly.
Crack!
Cheyenne Charlie took the xisk of firing in the direction
the hidden man was located.
Then a fusillade followed from the bushes, our friends
ducking in time to save themselves.

CHAPTER X.
ARIETTA IS CAPTURED.

The villain who had ridden hard to get to the cave of
his friends to let them know that a train was coming through
that night not only brought that news, but also let them
know that Young Wild West, the champion deadshot of the
West, and his friends had arrived there.
The man's name wa,s Scrimmer, and he was just the one
for the business he was set to.
He, with his partners, who was also one of the gang, had
seen our friends leave the train, as they had been near the
spot at the time.
Scrimmer had no sooner seen Bedford Hill with them
when he made up his mind that something was up.
He told his parb1er, Dong-an, so.
"You keep an eye on 'em," he said to him, "while I sneak
up to ther office of ther company an' hear what I kin."
As kck would have it, Scrimmer managed to get whe1·e
he could hear Hill make his report of what he had done to
tl:ie manager of the mine.
It was no wonder, then, that a little later our friends found
the two men gazing at them while they got their camp in
shape.
',
But the two vill::tlns had not only learned what our'friends
had come there for, but had found out that the train was
go·ng to leave for Prescott that night.
And as soon as he could get away Scrimmer had set out. on
his thirty miles' or more ride.
It was near dark when he arrived at the cave of the train
wreckers.
"So they are goin' ter run an engine au' car through, are
they?" observed Haverly, after he l1ad talked it over a minute
or two with the messenger.
,
"Yes, that's what they're goin' ter do," was Scrimmer's
reply. "An' I furg-ot ter tell yer that there's a couple of
boys an' a man thhe what are goin' ter hunt us down.
Young Wild West is one of ther boys' names, an' they say he's
a stunner."
"We know all about Young Wild West," the leader assured him. "We know him an' his gang went to Big Bonanza, too; but it's mighty smart in yer ter find it out, an'
what he's there fur. If we hadn't found it out it would have
been a good thing ter know, anyhow."
Scrimmer did not know just what time the train would
come along; he only knew that one was going· to leave Big
Bonanza that night some time bE>lore twelve o'clock.
"We'll go out putty soon an' take a rail out of ther track,"
said Dan Haverly. "When we hear ther train comin' we'll
put out a light, so they kin see that ther rail is out. '.!:her
engineer will stop quick enough then."
"But what are we goin' tei· <lo then?" asked Scrimmer.
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"Do? Why, jest take every cent of money that's ter be
found on them what's runnin' ther train. It won't be so
very much maybe, but it will show our new members how
we do business."
"An' that's what we want ter see," spoke up Cal. "It
would be fun ter see ther engine come right on ~· run off
when it struck ther place where ther rail was out."
"That's so," Haverly admitted. "But it wollid make too
much of a smashup, an' it would take 'em too long ter git
things in shape ag'in. We don't want ter give 'em a big
smashup jest yet, though it'll come some of these times. We
want ter git all we kin every time we hold up a train."
"S'pose this Young Wild West should be oa ther train 7n
said Scrimmer. "It is jest about like Hill ter fetch ther
boy through with him, so's ter show him jest where ther
holdups has took place."
"I hope he does come through with it, that's all!" declared Haverly. "I'd jest like ter git hanc?s on that young
galoot once. I'd make him die a ling-erin' death. He aiJ1't
fit ter live anyhow, fur what he's done ter me is more than
enough ter sign his death warrant."
The train wreckers had all the implements necessary to
take up the track.
They were well supplied with such things, for they had
taken them whenever they had come across them on a train
that they held up. .
About two hours after dark a delegation of six was sent
out to take a rail from the track near a curve.
As he said, Dan Haverly did not want to wreck a train
that night.
They had done so much of it already that it had made
thlngs work slower for them, and now all that Haverly
pl'Oposed to do for a while was to simply stop the trains
and get what they could.
•
It did not take more than a few minutes to remove the
rail, si.pce the villains had the tools necessary to do the
work.
They all mounted their horses and rode down to the track ·
when they thought it time for the train to come along.
But they were early, and they had to wait nearly two
h0urs.
But the three new recruits thought it worth the waitir.g, for they were going to take part in something they
had never done before.
When the villains finally heard the train coming in the
distance Haverly ordered a lantern lighted and placed on the
track.
That would have been sufficient to stop i~yhow, since
no engineer will take the risk of running o~ a light.
It miitht mean the wreck of the train
he did, or it
might mean nothing.
But chances cannot be taken on such things.
The villains were well concealed behind the bushes and
rocks on the side of the track nearest their retreat.
Haverly was well protected when he uttered the words
recorded in the last chapter.
The bullet Cheyenne Charlie sent· his way merely scaled
off a piece of rock.
But it was sufficient to make the train wreckers fire a
volley at the cab of the locomotive.
Having done this, Haverly gave the word to charge upon
the engine and car and shoot all who opposed them.
But they were not to have the easy time they were used
to having in such cases.
They had Young Wild West to deal with now, and, instead
of surrendering, as they always did, the engineer and fireman remained silent and waited.
"Give it to them, boys!" shouted our hero, as the gang
made a rush for the engine and car. "Don't miss a shot!"
Cra-c-ck! Crack, crack, crack!
Arictta's revolver spoke along with the rest of them.
Crack-crac-c-ck.
The fow· men in the ore car joined in the shooting.
The train wreckers fell back in dismay, leaving three or
four of their number on the ground.
It was the first time they had ever met with any real defense, and they could not stand it.
But the repulse goaded them to fury, however.
"Kill' em!" shrieked Haverly. "Younr( ·wu<l West is on
that locomotive! I want him, dead or alive, boys! A thousand dollars to ther mo.n what turns him over ter me alive!"
"Ca.n you back up without running the risk of showin.11
yournelf above the bottom of the window?" Wild asked the
engtncer.
"I'll t:ik.e ther risk ii you say so," was ihe reply.
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"All right; go on."
The engineer threw back the lever and then reached up
and grasped the throttle.
\
Puff-puff! Puff-puff!
The engine and car began to back.
But just then the band of villains made a dash for the
caboose.
The four men defending the car fired, and then gave up.
The next m.mute a cry for help sounded from one of
them.
He had been seized and dragged from the car into the
bushes.
"Stop her!" commanded Wild. "The galoots have got one
of the men. We must not go away and leave him. Come
on, Charlie! I reckon we've got to r,u;h right in and face
the music. Just show what you can do in the line of shooting now! Arietta, you stay right here on the engine."
"All right," answered the -brave girl, keeping very cool.
"I guess we will keep them from getting here!'
Wild and the scout got off on the other side of the engine
and hastened for the rear of the car.
They would have the car to protect them from the fire
of the outlaws until they got a good chance to settle them.
Arietta waited, revolver in hand, for some of the villains
to show themselves near the cab.
She was crouching between the tender and fire-box, watching for all she knew.
But she did not see a dark form creeping along close to
the wheels of the tender.
If she had leaned over and looked down she might have
seen it, but she was not taking that risk.
The next minute something happened that nearly took
her breath away.
A hand reached up and seized her by the arm!
Then, before she could save herself, she was pulled from
the engine!
"Wild! Wild!" she shouted.
But that was all, for a heavy hand was clapped over her
mouth then, and with her arms pinned to her sides, she was
carried into the bushes at the side of the track.
Arietta was in the power of the train wreckers.
The brave girl was seized by another of the scoundrels the
moment she was in the bushes, and a blanket was thrown over
her head.
Then she was carried to a horse some little distance from
the scene of the hold-up, and the next minute she was being
borne rapidly from the spot.
It was Dan Haverly himself who had dragged the girl
from the cab of the engine.
He had crept up for the purpose of getting a shot at
Young Wild West, but seeing the girl right within his reach,
he had acted on the impulse of the moment, and seized her.
The leader of the train wreckers was almost as well
pleased as though he had caught the dashing young deadshot.
He had his sweetheart, and if this was not a way to get
·
revenge nothing was.
Before he started to ride away with the girl Haverly
ordered the word passed to the men to retreat and get to
the cave as soon as possible.
He knew he had lost three or four men, but he was so
much elated at having gotten hold of the girl that he did
not let that worry him just then.
He was the first to reach the cave.
He knew it would be impossible for any one from the train
to catch him, or to find the cave, even if they came that far
on foot,
No hoofprint or footmark could show on account of the
hardness of the grund near the hidden cave.
Arietta had dropped her revolver as she was pulled from
the cab of the locomotive, and as her hands had been tied
before she was placed on the horse, she had been utterly
helpless ever since.
The blanket over her head smothered her cries, too, and
every time she attempted to scream for help a hand was
pressed tightly against it over her mouth.
Haverly rode right into the cave and then dismounted.
A lantern had been left burning there, an,d by the faint
light that came from it he could see what he was about.
Lifting his fair prisoner to the ground, he tore ofl' the
blanket and allowed her to look at her surroundings.
"I don't know what ever made you take a ride on the
engine to-night, putty one, but I'm mighty glad yer did,"
said the villain with a chuckle. "I reckon yer took ther
ride jest on purpose ter come ter me. Yer thought I wanted
a gal, I s'pose."

Then he laughed h?.rshly, and the girl shuddered.
But she soon recovered her usual courage, and 10okin,g
at him steadily, she said:
"I do not fear you. I have seen vou beLre and I know
what a cowardly hound you are. You dare not harm me,
and you know it! You fear Young Wild West too much for
that. You have brought me here to this cave, and you think
that you have got everything your own wav, but wait a Lttle
while. You don't suppose my friends will let me be here
long, do you? Why, Young Wild West and Chevenne Charlie will make short work of your whole gang! They will be
here, and you will wish that you had never started to do this
night's work. It is the beginning of your end:ng. I know
what I am talking about. You will not live twenty-four
hours, Dan Haverly!"
The man paled in the sickly light of the lantern, for the
girl's words sounded ominous and foreboding.
Arietta was standing before him, cool and defiant, and as
she seemed to speak so confidently Haverly was crushed.
But he did not mean to let her know that her words had
any effect on him.
However, this was impossible, for she was not slow to
see the advantage she had gained.
"There might be one chance for you," Arietta went on
calmly. If you set me free and give me a horse to ride
back to my friends, and then all of you flee for some other
parts, you may escape the doom that is threatening you."
"I reckon we won't never leave here, gal. So don't try
ter talk me inter it. If Young Wild West kin do all you
say he kin let him come an' do it."
"All right. I am satisfied if you are."
The girl then sat down upon a box near at hand, as
calmly as though everything was all right.
Just then the rest of the gang of train wreckers reached
the cave.

CHAPTER XI.
A DELAY,

When Wild heard Arietta's cry he thought that the villains had made a combined attack on the cab of the engine.
"Come, Charlie!" he exclaimed, and back they ran.
They found the engineer. fireman and Hill there, the picture of astonishment and dismay.
"Some one reached up an' grabbed ther girl." explained
the fireman, who was the nearest to the spot where Arietta
had been crouching. "It was done so quickly that I never
knowed it until I heard her scream. Ther train wreckers
has got her, Young Wild West!"
Our hero was amazed.
But he neve1' took a great deal of time to decide on a
plan of action.
Just then he heard the sound of hoofs.
The villains were 1iding away.
"Get the men at work and put the rail back in place," he
said to Hill. "Charlie and I will go and find Arietta. You
go on to Prescott, according to schedule."
"But--"
"Never mind! Do as I say, Mr. Hill."
"All right, ]14r. West."
Wild ran in the direction the outlaw gang had taken,
followed by the scout.
The boy almost stumbled over the body of one of the
villains as he plunged through the bushes.
He was so sure that they had all gone that he did not
hesitate to venture there.
The clatter of hoofs could be heard in the distance even
then. and the sounds were growing fainter all the time.
"Charlie," said he, "I reckon we have got to go it on
foot."
"That's right, Wild," was the reply.
"We haven't got much of a show that way, but it is the
best we can do. It is too bad that we allowed Arietta to
come along-. I think we would have made the train wreckers sick of their job if she had not been here. They would
have stayed a while and fought. But when they got hold
of her they no doubt felt that they had accomplished enough
for one night."
"That's about thcr size of it, I reckon."
The two pushed on and came out upon the trail
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----·--------------Then, much to oul' hero's satisfaction, his eyes fell upon
four horses.
The animals were close together, nibbling at the short
grass, showing that they must be hungry.
"Charlie," said Wild, "we are in luck. There are the
hol'ses that belonged to the outlaws that fell a little while
ago."

"Maybe there's somebody alive around yet," answered the
oC'OUt.

"I hardly think so. Come on; we want a horse apiece
anyhow."
They had no difficulty in catching two of the horses, and
then mounting, they started in pursuit of the train wreckers.
Wild did not want to get close enough to the villains to
be discovered by them.
He wanted to follow them right to their retreat, for then
they would know just where they were, and, at the same
time, stand a show to rescue Arietta.
"It's too bad we didn't find out that Dan Haverly was one
of ther gang afore we started away from Prescott," said
the scout, as they rode along. "We might have saved a
whole lot of trouble."
"Oh, it will be all right as it is, Charlie," was the reply.
"I am pretty certain that these horses will take us right to
the place where the band is located. It is too bad that they
have got Arietta, but otherwise everything is all right."
They did not let the horses go at too fast a pace, fo1·
they were not going to be discovered if it could possibly be
avoided.
Wild die! not know how far they would have to go, ot
cour!'e. so when they had covered a little over half a mile,
and the horses suddenly slm.vcd down to a walk, he was
not a little surprised.
The horses kept on at a walk, turning up a hill that
was cove1·ed with a growth of cedars and pines.
Up the hill they went, and then, reaching a narrow path
through the undergrowth, the horses continued in single file.
The next minute the sharp ears of our hero caught the
sound of voices.
He immediately brought his horse to a halt.
Charlie of course followed suit.
Then they both listened.
Thinking it possible that the return of the horses might
have been heard by the villains, Wild decided to let them
go on without them, and to follow them on foot.
Down they g-ot from the backs of the animals, and then
let them g-o on.
The horses knew enoug-h to g-o, and they seemed glad to
be allowed the privilege.
Wild and the scout followed them, elated at their success so far.
Two hundred feet from the spot where they dismounted
the horses suddenly disappeared into the dark mouth of a
cave.
Wild and Charlie, only a few feet behind them, crouched
in the bushes and waited.
Then it was that they heard an exclamation of surprise
from the cave.
;:Here's two of ther horses, Dan," they heard a man say.
Is that so?" came the reply, and they knew right away
that it was Haverly speaking. "It's too bad some of ther
boys went under. Let me see who owned 'em."
There was a short silence, during which our two friends
plainly saw the light made by a lantern, and then Haverly
said :
"They're Bilks's and Hawley's. 'I\vo good men them was.
Oh, won't I make Young Wild West suffer fur this!"
Wild laug-hed and gave Charlie a nudge.
"If that galoot knew how close he is to death at this
very minute he wouldn't talk that way," he thought.
Tb.e boy had resolved upon a daring plan of action now.
He had decided to capture the band of train wreckers
with only the aid of the scout.
Could such a thing be done?
Cautioning his partner to remain right where he was, he
crept up close to the mouth of the cave.
He was soon in a position whe1•e he could peer into it
and see the men g-athel'ed there.
The whole crowd of them had come out of the rear part
to look at the horses.
H counti.'<l them up and then shook his head.
"We might do it, but it would be a case of slaughteringthem before they could get a chance to show much fight,"
he muttered. "I guess we will do it another way. I'll send
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Charlie back to the track to wait for the engine to comt
back. The chances are that Hill will send some men bad,
with it to help us out. That will be the best way, I think
Anyhow, we have virtually won the reward for here is tht
headquarters of the train wreckers, and all that is left to d•
is to capture them."
He could not see Arietta from the po~tion he was in,
and not daring- to venture into the cave, he waited a whili,
and then went back to the scout.
"Charlie," said he, "you go back and try and catch one
of the horses we left behind. Then ride on to Prescott, if
you don't meet the engine coming back. Fetch as many armed
men as you can here. I'll wait near here till vou come. It
is now about midnight, so the chances are that you will
meet the engine coming back."
The scout did not need to be instructed any further.
A couple of minutes later he was on his way to the scene
of the hold-up.
He had not heard the train leave yet, so as he hurried
along he thought it might be possible that the rail had not
been replaced yet.
Charlie did not slacken pace until he came in sight of
the track, and when he saw the train just about to leave
he uttered a loud whoop.
He was heard, and the engineer waited for him to come
up.
"We've found ther galoots!" he exclaimed excitedly.
"That five thousand is ours, Mr. Hill I Jest run through ter
Prescott an' git half a dozen good men ter help us, an' we'll
land ther whole bunch of 'em!"
Hill was amazed.
"Where is Young Wild West?" he asked.
"He's within a few feet of ther cave, an' he's goin' ter
stay right there till I git back," was the reply. "I'm mighty
glad yer didn't git started afore I got here."
"How about ther girl?" asked the engineer.
"They've got her, but Wild won't let 'em harm her, not
if he has ter light inter ther bunch single-handed. There's
fifteen of ther galoots, an' I s'pose they'll put up a putty
good fight. This will be ther last hold-up of ther train wreckers, I reckon."
The engineer started off now, and soon they were speeding- toward thfl junction.
Prescott was reached a little after one o'clock.
Bedford Hill and Charlie at once went about selecting
some g-ood fighting men.
"We will have to take the sheriff with us, of course," said
Hill, who was much excited.
But it was over an hour before they found him, and it
were half an hour more before they g-ot the men they wanted.
There were eight of them, including the sheriff, and when
they heard that the train wreckers had at last been run to
their lair they were much elated.
Back they went to the engine and car, think:ng that they
woukl start off at once.
But to their dismay, not to say disgust, they found that
the fireman had neglected to attend to the fire, through excitement or some other cause, and there was not a pound of
steam on. '
The fireman was found in a saloon, entertaining- a crowd
of listeners with the story of the exciting events of the
night.
Charlie awoke him to his sense of duty by c,ipping- oft' a
piece of his boot-heel with a bullet.
"If yer don't git up steam in half an hour I'll let daylight throug-h yer!" he threatened.
The fireman got to work.
But Hill knew it would take a good while to get steam
enoug-h to start.
The locomotive was an old one, and was unusually slow
to steam up anyhow.
The result was that it was beginning to get daylight when
they were ready to start.
The scout was very nervous.
He did not know what Wild would think of the delay.
And then, again, something might have happened to him
before this.
The speed the engineer g-ot up was not much, and when
they neared the junction he declared that they would have
to wait a while until more steam could be got in the boiler.
It was now daylight. and Cheyenne Charlie wondered what
Young Wild West was doing just then.
Act:ng- on a sudden thoug-ht, he seized the whistle-loop,
and let out a blast that could have been heard for miles on
the clear morniu,ir air.
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villains must not wreck that train. I am afra id we will be
too late."
"No, we won't, Wild. Haverly said it would be several
minutes before it got here."
Away they r ode a s fa st as the horses could carry them.
The distance to the track was sh ort, so it was no-c more
than two or three minutes when they came in s :ght of it.
They could hear the roaring· of the train as it approached,
too, and when he saw the crouching figures of several men ·
behind the rocks, close to the track, Wild reined in his steed
and dismounted.
"Et," said he, "dismount and stop the train. I will shoot
the first man who interferes with you!"
The girl needed no second bidding.
j
CHAPTER XII.
Arietta slipped from the saddle and ran down the slope.
I As she neared the track at a sharp curve, a yell sounded,
CONCLUSION.
and then several men sprang toward her.
One of the villains caught her and tried to force her back
It y; ~s a long- wait that Wild had before him, though he
from the rails.
did not know it.
Arietta now saw the rocks and logs that were piled upon
Daylight finally came.
As the light ·grew the boy changed his position, and got them 1·ight at the end of a sharp curve.
"Let go of me, you fiend!" she shouted, trying her best to
to a point further away, but close enough to see the mouth
g·et away from the man.
of the cave.
Crack!
It was not long after that when he heard the unmistakThe sharp 1·eport of a revolver rang out. and the train
able sound of a locomotive whistle.
·wrecker uttered a howl and let g-o his hold upon Arietta,
"Well, I guess they are coming at ·1ast," he muttered.
Tho next minute he saw the train w·reckers leading their who ran to the curve to signal the a:rmroaching train.
Young Wild West had arrived just in time.
horses from the cave, as though in a hurry.
The brave girl dashed around the sharp turn and waved
At first Wild was dismayed, for he thought it might be
her hat, at the same time motioning the engineer to stop
that they were going to change their quarters.
But when he heard Dan Haverly tell his men that they with her other hand.
This was the surprise that Cheyenne Charlie ap.d those
must hurry, or the trcin would get there before they did
' aboard the engine were treated to.
he thought differently.
And when the cowcatcher of the engine almost touched
"They are going to stop the train, eh?" he thought. "Well,
they have got plenty of nerve, I should think. But it may the obstmction as it came to a stop they saw how the girl
hail saved them from certain diimster.
be that they m ean to wreck it."
Crack, crack!
He counted the villains as they came out, and found that
There was shooting going on now between Wild and the
all but one left the cave.
They rode off at a sharp trot, and when they were out train wreckers.
The villains were running in every direction now. and
of hearing Wild ·got ready for business.
"I guess I'll g et Arietta out of there now, and then we'll the next minute the sheriff anti his men were in hot pursuit.
Just then a man darted from behind a rock on the other
follow them and sec what they are up to."
side of the track and boarded the engine.
W~th this det ermin :..tion, he started to creep for the cave.
Jt was Dan Haverly!
Wild was not the lea st tit afraid to tackle the one man
who, as he knew, must have been left there to guard th; · Whether the villains knew how to run a locomotive or not,
he swung back the lever and opened tlie throttle.
escape of Arietta.
The locomotive began backing ra.p'dly, and before any one
He tip-toed his way to the mouth of the cave and then
' could reach it ·was going at a fast speed .
with his revolver in his hand, he softly entered.'
Around the curve went the engine, backing away swifter
. Ho could see nothing of hls sweetheart, or the villain.
either, at first, for ther e was a jutting point of rock that hid every second.
Wild ran forward, so he could get a chance to shoot.
them from vi ew.
Haverly was looking out of tl1e c~b and laughing fiendi shly.
He stepped up to this and then peered around it.
The butt of our her o's rifle flew to hi s shoulder, and
Arietta was lying on a pile of skins in a corner of the
cave, us though aslee p, and the man sat on a box cleaning then--"
Crang!
'
his wui.pons.
Dan Haverly, the leader of the g-ang of tra:n wreckers,
"Hands up, :vou scoundrell"
A~ the words rang out the outlaw gave a start and leaped fell back into the cab.
"I guess that fixes him," said Wild coolly. "But I can't
to his feet.
But when he saw the boy standing before him with stop the engine though."
"Sho won't go very far," spoke up the engineer. "There
leveled revolver he obeyed the command promptly.
A_rietta rais<::d her head · as though by magic, for she rec- ain't enough steam on. She'll iest about make ther junction."
Wild now turned his attention to the pursuit.
ogmzed the voice of her dash ·ng young- lover.
It was soon over with.
"Oh, "\Vild!" she cried, joyously, ··1 knew you would come!"
Those who were not caught or sl1ot ran back to the cave,
"It is all ri ght, Et," was the reply. "Are your hands tied?"
"No; the v cut me loose last night, since they knew I and when cornered there r eadily surrendered.
When they g-ot back to the track an hour later they found
would hardly dare to run away."
Just take this fellow's weapons from him and tie his that the eng ineer and fireman bad mounted two of the train
hands tl,en. We have got to hurry, for I think the villains wreckers' horses and gone after the runaway· train.
mean to wreck the train."
In a little while they came back with it, and then the
"That is just what they mean to do, Wild. I heard them
say it. They think a crowd of men is coming- to hunt them prisoners were pnt aboard, as well as the dead, and they
o?t, and they want to kill them in a smash-up, if they pos- started back for Prescott.
The obstruction wns removed. of course.
s1bly can. Haverly said that they had some rocks and logs
Wild, A1·ietta and Charlie went to the same hotel thev
ready t~ tumble o~ the track in a minute, and that they
were gomg to fix 1t so the engine would not have time to had been stopping at, and word was sent to Jim and th·e
rest bv the next train that went to Big Bonanza to come
stop after the engineer saw the obstruction."
on to Prescott by rail.
'fhe ~irl was busy taking care of the man now.
The five thou:-mnd dollars reward was paid to them the next
He did not utter a word until Wild lent his assistance
day. and th en they set out for new fields where adventures
to tying him up.
Knowing that he could not possibly get away without as- mig-ht be found.
sistance, Wild now selected two of the horses that were left
in the cave.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
He assisted his sweetheart to mount one of them, after
AFTER THE ARAPAHOES; OR, THE OUTBREAK OF
leading them outside, and then got upon the other.
"Now, Et, we must get a move on us," he said. "The THE RESERVATION."

"That'll let Wild know that we're com!··, anyhow," he declr.rcd. "No st eam injincs fur me! Jest glvo me a horse
evc1·y time."
A few minute3 Juter the engine left the main line and
proceeded along at about the rate of ten miles an hour.
lt Yrasn 't long, however, before the speed increased, and
then all hand,i felt better.
Pretty soon they came in s:ght of the curve that wus .iust
that side of the place where the hold-up occurred.
Then they were treated to a genuine surprise!

c
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FROM ALL POINTS
NEW WAY OF SHIPPING LUMBER
On account of the current of the Mississippi river
and its wide variation of depth at different seasons,
it has heretofore been thought that cargo shipments
could not be profitably made out of New Orleans, but
a new method of h '.lndling export pine shipments by
loading directly from the water, has been developed.
In the upper part of the city a prominent lumber
and export company has begun the installation of
extensive and modern facilities for handling cargoes
of lumber and timber. These include a timber boom
extending 1,800 feet along the river front and 600
feet out into the water. This boom will be enclosed
by floating timbers ·which will rise and fall with the
water and will be held in place between double rows
of clusters of piling at proper intervals to hold them
securely in place. Gates at either end will permit
ships to pass in and out, and the boom extends far
enough into the river to assure ample depth to handle timber at any stage of the water and permit
space for several vessels to load in the boom at once.
There will be a huge wharf to provide for the
quick and economical dumping of the timbers into
the boom and a large storage yard on the shore back
. of the wharf will store great quantities of lumber.
Besides economy in handling, an almost unlimited
storage capacity is afforded and a great surplus of
export stock can be kept on hand so that orders may
be filled without delay.
It is felt that the growing importance of the export trade in the western portion of the southern
pine regions makes New Orleans more than ever the
logical shipping port and for this reason these exceptional facilities have been established.

board's announcement . said a great natural
depth harbor was provided there, and that in addition the location would reduce the voyage to Plymouth, England, by 118 miles.
Another advantage in using Fort Pond Bay, the
announcement said, would be the relieving of congestion in New York Harbor. The plans provide
for double tracking the present railroad from Montauk Point to New York, so as to care for the
passengers and freight handled by the new
lines.
Other improvements necessary at Montauk Point
will be sea walls to protect the ships from northwest
gales and a custom house and immigration station,
as well as wharves and warehouses.
Plans for the great. American liners were formulated at a meeting of naval constructors and private
builders and Chairman Hurley has recommended to
Secretary Daniels that the construction be supervised by a committee with Rear Admiral David W.
Taylor, Chief of the Bureau of Construction as
chairman. The ·ships, which are to be built under
the supervision of the Navy Department, will be 50
feet longer than the Leviathan, and have a gross
tonnage of 55,000. Their draft will be 35 feet, depth
74 feet, beam 102 feet, and accommodations will be
provided for 1,000 saloon passengers, 800 second
cabin passengers and 1,200 steerage passengers.
The crew will number 1,000 office~·s and men, and
the ships will be of the oil-burning type with a cruising radius of 7,000 miles.
In order that the vessels may be converted into
commerce destroyers in time of war, gun implacements will be built on the decks and the after deck
U. S. TO CONSTRUCT TWO GIGANTIC LINERS will be constructed with a view of transforming it
Two gigantic ocean liners, larger than any ships into a landing and launching space for seaplanes.
now afloat and designed to cross
the Atlantic in four days, are to be
built by the Shipping Board. They
will be 1,000 feet long and of 30
knots speed, and will be equipped for
use as commerce destroyers in the
evc1,t of war.
60 LESSONS
Price 35 Cents Per Copy
60 LESSONS
Announcement was made lately
This handsome publication contains 64 pages of reading matter. It was
by Lie D(,al'd that plans for the ships
written by one of the most expert scenario writcrn in the world. Every
known angle of scenario writing is explain.ed. 'fherc is no necessity for
had been completed, and that work
you to apply to so-called correspondence schools, or to take prhal.e
on them would be sbrted in the
tuition in the art of scenario construction, if you ltavc a copy of this book.
It teaches everything necessary to write salable scenarios.
near future. It is proposed to proIf you have an imaginative mind to invent plots, ycu c.at learn the entire
vide a special terminal for them at
technique of photoplay constr1~ction from this book at the low price of
Montauk Point, Fort Pond Bay, L. I.,
85 cents.
and it may be that two similar liners
For Sale by All News-dealers and Booksellers
If you cannot procure a co.py, send us the price, 35 cents, in money or
will be constructed later.
postage stamps, and we will mail you one, postage free. Acdre::ss:
Construction of the terminal will
L. SENARENS, No. 2HJ Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
represent a large outlay, but the
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WORKING IN THE SENATE
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FROM PAGE BOY TO GOVERNOR
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STOE.Yl
CHAPTER XXIV (Continued ).
"We have loved each other so long, Edna, that I
They went away, pleased, but rather disappointe d see no use in putting it off longer. Therefore I say
because Ed would accept no pay in advance.
yes. Will you marry me, and share what I can give
It may be said here that Walford paid his debt to you of what I have at last won?"
Doane, by finally clearing the brother and defeating I "And you really and truly want me to?"
the corporation that had seized on their inheritance .
"It will seem hardly worth anything- valuelessN eed we say h()W popular the name of Walford, unless you will say yes-too."
the boy orator, was in the coal country after that.
"Yes," she whispered, an::1 he took her in his
Returning home, Ed busied himself in righting arms."
the disorder into v,hich the affairs of the late SenIn another two months there were two weddings
ator Baird had fallen, and eventually became one of chronicled in the papers, far and near.
the active managers of that great estate.
"Governor- elect Walford and l\liss Edna Baird;
The next two years were filled with that and sim- Lonny Baird and Miss Maud Walford."
ilar duties. But when the time came for a convenIt was the beginning of a long career of honor and
tion· to meet and nominate a successor to Governor usefulness to all the parties concerned.
Colger, Ed on the third day stampeded the convenFrom what can be learned at present, it is highly
tion in his own favor by making a speech in behalf probable that Governor Walford will be slated by
of the renominati on of Colger.
his party for Congress when his second term as chief
Colger wouldn't go down. But the name of Wal- state executive is over.
ford, proposed by a stalwart miner delegate, went
(The end.)
with a whoop. The miner was Fred Doane, and
when the latter told how Walford had revolutioniz ed
NEXT
WEEK
the feeling in the coal country, and fought for Colger
there, and cleared an innocent man, and worked fo1
A NEW SERIAL STORY
the true interests of labor and capital alike, the boy
--ENTIT LED-orator was made their gubernator ial candidate for
governor by acclamation .
In due time he was elected by a very large vote, his
heaviest majorities coming from the coal country,
from around Bairdville, from the capital-fro m
--OR-everywhere that the boy governor was best known
THE ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG
by his life and works.
A week after election he went to the Baird manMILLIONAIRE
sion, and found Edna alone, and blushing with pleasure over his success.
By DICK ELLISON
"Don't you think a coming governor needs a wife
to help him at the capital, dear Edna?" Walford
A wonderful story of adventures .
asked, after some preliminary skirmishing .
"If you really think so, what can I say?" demurely
OPENING CHAPTERS NEXT WEEK
enough.
"You can say yes, can't you, dearest?"
A well-known clergyman tells the following joke
"Aren't we very young, Walford?"
on himself. One day he was going downtown and
"We are growing older every dav. I was twenty- was greeted by one of his parishioner s, who was a
one last month."
little the worse off for liquor. The clergyman turned
"And I will be twenty-one next month. After all, from him with a look of disgust and sighed: "Drunk
Ed, what can I ~ay in such matters but what you again?" "So am I," stuttered the inebriated parishsay? We have--we have--"
ioner.
·
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GOOD READING

'

. SPARROWS GET FAT ON STRYCHNINE
. The English sparrow has been considerably
maligned and his worthlessness has been recounted
from time immemorial, but it remains for Mrs.
Frank Engle of Warrensburg, Mo., to bring the
worst indictment against the "spitzer." She says
they cannot be killed, even with poison.
.
Warrensburg people have declared that the sparrows are a nuisance and have been the cause of
many young gardens disappearing during the last
several weeks, so it was decided that a war should
be made upon them.
Mrs. Engle decided upon strychnine as a sure
means of exterminating them, so she put out some
grain and sprinkled it liberally with this virulent
poison. The birds came and devoured the food, and
Mrs. Engle saw visions of dead sparrows lying
around in her yard. Instead of that, the birds came
back for more, bringing their sisters, cousins and
aunts, and to date Mrs. Engle has failed to find a
single dead bird.
STRONGEST FIBRE KNOWN
The strongest and most durable fibre known is
that of the flax. From the remotest ages this has
been woven into linen by all peoples to whom it was
known. The Lake Dwellers of Switzerland used it;
it was cultivated five thousand years ago in Mesopotamia, Assyria and Egypt.
It was introduced into the British Isles probably
by the Romans of Julius Caesar's army. In the
reign of Henry VIII. its cultivation was compulsory on every farm. In the seventeenth century the
law compelled the burial of the dead in linen cloths
and the wearing of linen scarves and hat-bands at
funerals.
In the Highlands of Scotland women went bareheaded until marriage, when they wore a linen
mutch.
The greatest flax growing country in the world
was Russia, which before the war had 3,800,000
acres of it under cultivation annually. In Ireland
in 1913 there were 143,355 acres of cultivated flax.
There is now a great shortage of linen, owing to
the cessation of the export of flax from Russia,
whence Great Britain used to get 80 per cent. of its
supply.
THE TONGUE OF A HONEY-BEE
The tongue-or, more strictly speaking, the glossa
-of a honey-bee is covered with long hairs which
increase in length toward the end of the organ.
These are arrangeq in circles and in transverse
rows, and give the tongue a beautiful appearance.
Some authors believe these hairs to be taste organs; but it has been suggested by good authorities

that they are simply spines guarding the tongue's
delicate tip.
Give some bees a small amount of honey and then
watch them through a lens while they are eating.
This may be done by placing a honey bee on one
hand and holding the lens in the other. While one
may thus see. the motions, it is in the main difficult
to observe in detail exactly how the work is done;
and here, as with the sting of the bee, there are some
differences of opinion. The action seems to be a combination of capillary attraction, sucking and lapping.
The tongue is not a solid organ, nor yet is it truly
tubular: It is so curved that, in connection with
the hairs, it is either wholly or partly converted i"t'J
a structure that acts like a tube.
A TIGER HUNT IN CHINA
Considering that China has more than 300,00v,u J J
inhabitants, it is quite natural for us to imagine it
densely packed in every quarter. On the contrary,
it contains vast stretches of forest and waste land,
in which wild animals abound. Near Amoy is a
rocky wilderness infested with tigers-one in par•
ticular of great size and ferocity.
One day four Americans and eight natives started
out to exterminate this scourge, says the Philadel·
phia Inquirer. For several days they beat the
ravines unsuccessfully, until they found a den in the
rocks.
The natives, armed with spears and torches, explored the den, or cave, and announced that they had
comerM the man-killer. So they collected bundles
of brushwood and gradually closed up all the en,
trances save one and set fire to the brush. Then
they invited the Americans to pitch in and kill the
beast.
It was an exceedingly dangerous enterprise. The
entrance was narrow, slippery and sloping, the
hunters had to progress cautiously, and the natives,
who were in advance with torches, could be depended upon to run away at the first alarm. Suddenly the big yellow head of the tiger loomed up
from behind a rock about ten feet away, looking
dazed at the glare of the torches. One of the Amer•
icans instantly fired. The tiger gave a terrible roar
and scuffled away in the darkness.
The hunters waited patiently for half an hom
while the natives carefully explored, and at about
the time they had made up their minds that he had
escaped through some unknown passage, down came
the tiger in the midst of the group. For two or
three minutes there was a terrific scene of biting,
clawing, roaring and shooting, and then all was
quiet. Seven of the hunters, including two of the
Americans, were more or less injured, but the tiger
was done for.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
NATURE CAUSED GIGANTIC EXPLOSION
The most notable volcanic explosion that occurred
in historic times was when that old extinct volcano,
Krakatoa, in the straits of Cunda, that had been
sleeping for thousands of years, was literally blown
into the sky by the pressure of the pent-up gases
beneath it.
This great eruption occurred in 1883. More than
60,000 persons were killed. The captain of a tramp
steamer saw a very strange disturbance in the sea,
in the direction of the old mountain. Taking his
glass he saw a perfect Niagara of water pouring
into an enormous fissure that had opened in the
earth. He was struck with coP ~ternation, and
rightly imagining that something very serious was
likely soon to happen, he put on all steam to escape,
and luckily he had reached a point which enabled
him to survive the effects of the awful blast when
it came.
The vast mass of water which had tumbled into
the bowels of the earth was immediately trapped by
the closing of the great fissure down which it had
poured. The water was quickly converted by the
intense heat into a veritable high explosive, writes
Hudson Maxim in his "Dynamite Stories," with the
result that the massive mountain was literally blown
bodily skyward, and fell in huge fragments into the
surrounding sea. The shock was so great that it
was felt through the earth, and an immense tidal
wave was set going which encircled the earth. The
opposing portions of the great wave, meeting in the
lower Atlantic, flowed up even to the coast of
France. An atmospheric wave passed around the
earth three times. The amount of volcanic mud
that was discharged from the mountain during the
eruption was more than the muddy Mississippi discharges into the Gulf of Mexico in• two hundr ed
years.
BAKER URGES ARMY TRAINING FOR BOYS
War Department recommendation for a system of
universal military training of three months for all
eligible youths in their nineteenth year was presented by Secretary Baker recently to the Senate
and House Military committees for their guidance
in determining the permanent military policy of the
nation.
'l'he proposal is contained in a bill prepared by
the general staff of the army at the Secretary's direction. In transmitting the bill Secretary Baker
in a letter said that General Pershing had not been
consulted and the plan was tentative to that extent.
The department's bill calls for a regular army of
twenty-one divisions and necessary auxiliary services, with a peace strength of 510,000 enlisted men
and a war strength of 1,250,000. The reserves to

fill up the divisions to full str ength would be pro~
vided through a modified for m of the selective service act under which the national army was raised
for the war with Germany.
For training purposes only youths in their nineteenth year would be called to the colors for a threemonth period, to be attached to regular divisions for
that time. It is estimated that this would provide
an annual class of 600,000 men to be given intensive
military instruction, stripped of all vocational or
other educational features.
For two years after training the youths would be
required to submit certain reports giving their addresses, changes in status as to dependents, physical
conditions, etc. They would receive $1 for each report called for and submitt ed, thus encouraging the
making of reports. In the event of war all men in
this status would be called to the colors to fill up the
regular divisions and compose the first replacement
units.
The bill provides for reorganization of the regular
army in substantially the same terms as previously
recommended by Secretary Baker when the current
army appropriation bill was under consideration.
No mention of the National Guard is made in the
bill, but in his letter to the committee chairman
Secretai-y Eaker said he assumed that the national
defence act would be continued in force making the
Guard subject to federalization for war.
One feature of the universal training plan of the
department is complete f ederalization of the registration and induction machinery. Local and appeal
boards would be created as during the war, except
that compensation at $10 a day is provided for
board officials, but no mention is made of employing
state officials or agencies in carrying out the proj ect.
Youths in training would receive no pay, but
would receive payment for all expenses and an allowance of $5 a month for incidentals. No exemptions
would be granted except to soldiers, sailors, members of the merchant mar ine, public or private, or to
those mentally or physically deficient. To meet the
case of those with dependents, however, provision is
made for deferring the training per iod.
The theory on which the bill rests is that an army
of 1,250,000 should be available for rapid mobilization at need. It provides that the complete organization of a field army of that size shall be maintained, the only difference between peace and war
time footing being in the enlisted strength. The
twenty infantry and one cavalry divisions would
comprise that field army.
To support the plan general staff officers have prepared full detailed studies of cost, systems of mobilization, administration and all other features which
the department is prepared to submit whenever the
Congressional committees call for them.
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ITEM S OF GENERAL INTEREST
A DOG'S DEVOTION.

survivors were picked up by the Chilean steaiher

master 1s afforded by the adventures of Prince an
Irish terrier, now undergoing quarantine in London.
Pri~ce is the property of Mr. and Mrs. Brown, of
Bellas1s Road, Stafford. When Mr. Brown joined
the army e'.'1-rly in the war Prince was brought to
Hammersmith , near to where his master was stationed, and soon established himself a firm favorite
with the regiment. When Mr. Brown was ordered
to France Prince was disconsolate, and one day disappeared.
Just as Mr. Brown was going "up line" for" the
trenches, who should bound joyfully up to him but
Prince. How he had managed to find his way to
France is a mystery, but one theory is that he attached himself to an outgoing draft of Mr. Brown's
regiment.

This broke loose soon after the rescued had been
brought aboard her and a day of terror ensued, ending only when the lions and tigers had all been killed
or happed.

A str~king instance of the devotion of a dog to his Montaro, loaded, among other things, with a zoo.

CANADIAN TRAPPER AT ROOSEVELT GRAVE
Archibald Tipper, a trapper of mink from the
section of Ontario, was among the 4'000
northern
. .
visitors to the grave of Theodore Roosevelt in
Young's Memol'ial Cemetery August 10th. He
placed on the grave a wreath of flowers bought with
a fund subscribed by trappel's of Canada who particularly admfred the Colonel's writings on natlll'e.
Until he began the journey to Oyster Bay Tipper
had never been away from his hunting grounds. He
had never seen a steamboat or the ocean, a~d until
his arrival in New Yo1·k yesterday he had only
mental pictures of subways and elevated railways.
About six vve0ks ago the trapper bought an autor.1obile and decided to journey. He determined that
his first trip would be to Roosevelt's grave. Mr.
Tipper was accompanied by his wife. He said they
had enjoyed every minute of the journey, and that
every one had helped them.
.

ZOO BREAKS LOOSE ON BOAT
After enduring most of the perils of the deep, together with at least one not usually encountered
there, Scott Hayes, son of the late President and
prcf:::ident of the New York Afr Brake Company, arrived recently with his wife aboard the Grnce Line
steamer Santa Luisa. They had braved hurricane,
shipwreck, privation in life boats and the danger of
lions and tigers far out at sea.
Mr. and l\frs. Hayes sailed south in May. At
Colon they took the steamer Limari which a few
days later was capght in a tropical hurricane that
swept her aground. The life boat tried to make the
island of Santa Rosa, but the seas were too high
and after several attempts, they steered for open
sea. Two days later Mr. and Mrs. Hayes and other

TO BECOME PERMANEN T
The Treasury Department intends to mak8 the
issue of government savings securities a permanent
institution, Secretary of the Treasury Glass has announced. Secretary Glass, by his announcemen t,
makes it clear that the sale of Thrift Stamps, War
Savings Stamps, and Treasury Savings Certificates
is to be continued not only as an effective means of
financing the government and creating the vast
amounts of new capital now needed for industrial
and trade development, but also as a means of
making thrift and saving a permanent American
habit.
Secretary Glass' announcemen t was made in reply to an appeal from the National Education Association for the continuance of the sale of thrift
securities in order to enable the schools of the country to make permanent the educational movement
for thrift in the schools.
George D. Strayer, President of the Association,
sent the following telegram to Secretary Glass:
"Considering the accomplishme nt of the schools
of the country thus far, in the matter of Thrift and
Savings campaign, we urge that the Treasury department shall take such action as shall insure the
permanence of this movement and make the purchase of Thrift and War Savings Stamps permanently available to schools and other volunteer
agencies."
In reply Secretary Glass said:
"It is the intention of the Treasury to continue
and make permanent the War Savings movement
and to continue the sale of Thrift and War Savings
Stamps and Certificates. I am greatly pleased and
encouraged to know of the interest of the National
Education Association in this movement and very
greatly appreciate its hearty and effective co-operation."
Announcemen t of this financial policy on the part
of the government has come in response to a widespread demand from both employers and employees.
Each has been quick to see the advantages presented
both by the popularizing of habits of thrift and investment in safe and profitable and guaranteed
securities. Both employers and employees have
pledged wide co-operation and support in the government movement.
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THE STOLEN DIAMONDS.
By D. W. Stevens.

at a great sacrifice. Principals only need apply, by
a letter, if desiring an interview and to see the goods
Address Jacobs, 194, Herald, uptown office."
Acting upon the spur and impulse of the moment
without any well-defined analysis of my action, I at
once wrote the following brief communication:
"Attention called to the inclosed notice in to-day's
Herald. Have just arrived from Europe on a pleasure tour through the United States. Would be
pleased to have you appoint an interview, when you
may find a purchaser for the valuables you mention.
Address Foreigner, 196, Herald, uptown office."

"Police! police! Stop thief-stop thief!" was the
startling cry that rang ~ut on the midnight air and
greeted my ears one night as I was wending my way
homeward from the Central Office later than usual.
I hastened in the direction of the cry, and found a
well-dressed man laboring under a terrible state of
excitement, his clothing soiled and blood issuing
from a wound received on his head.
The next day I received a letter written with a
"I've been robbed-I've been robbed, sir!" he said
to me. "I was attacked by two men and they've business-like hand, and couched in the most polite
gone down Thirty-fourth street toward Third but reserved language, directing me to call at No. West Thirty-fourth street between nine and ten
avenue."
"Who are you, and what did they rob you of?" I o'clock in the evening.
At the hour appointed I rang the door-bell, and
hastily ventured to inquire.
"My name is Frank Seymour, and I belong to the the summons was answered by a colored servant in
jewelry house of Lindsay & Co., Maiden Lane. I am livery.
I was ushered into the parlor, and was taking a
a salesman, and the firm intrusted me with a case of
valuable jewels to fill an order in Chicago. I was careful survey of the situation and noting the evijust on my way to the Grand Central Depot to take dence of opulence and refinement on every hand,
the train, when suddenly I was garroted, knocked when a lady stepped softly and almost unobserved
down, and the case of jewels which I carried in this into the room.
"Whom have I the honor of addressing?" she
large inner pocket of my vest stolen from me."
The simple recital had all the semblance of truth, blandly spoke as she approached me.
Rising from my seat, I replied:
for the man carried a small valise and light overcoat,
''Baron von Valkenstein, of Frankfort-on-Main,
evidently prepared for a journey.
madam. I shpeak no much English. I come to dis
"What was the value of the jewels?" I asked.
"Thirty-one thousand dollars-a diamond neck- country to travel, to see your vays, and then I go
lace, a pair of pendant ear-rings, and a cluster back. I shtop here in New Yorick for a few days, ·
finger-ring. They were a special order for a bridal and see in de bapers dat de family in dis house have
some jewelry to sell."
present."
"Ah, yes-you are the gentleman my husband
As the robbers had disappeared, I knew it was
useless to give immediate chase, but contented my- spoke to me about. He said perhaps you would call
self with as accurate a description of the thieves as this evening."
"Madam, is he in?"
the man seemed capable of giving me. At once I
"I think he is in the library. Excuse me a momade known the fact that I was a professional detective, offered my services, but specially requested ment, and I will see," and she ascended the broad
that the robbery be not reported at police headquar- stairway of the hall to the second floor.
I began to feel somewhat uncomfortable in the
ters, in order to avoid newspaper publicity. This
promise Mr. Seymour readily assented to, and I
accompanied him to his home. The next morning I role t~at I was play~~g, more on account of the im. consu Ita t·10n WI·th th e mem b ers of th e fl rm of press10n that was
. seizmg me that I was on a .bootless
was m
needless trouble
causmg
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quest,
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Seymour had entered their house as an office-boy, family t a
had worked himself up by his untiring industry and barrassed.
In a few moments the
t"ll
·
1
t
d · t and requested
t ·lady returned
i h e h a d become th e 1eadap t i·tu de f or th e b usmess
m o a sump uous y
an
airs,
ups
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·mg an d mos t t rus t ed salesman of th e fl rm.
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Not a shadow of suspicion was entertained against furmshed apar men ·
Frank Seymour. He was the soul of honor and bus-, "Please be s~ated, ~ir .. Here comes my husband.
Mr. Van Schaick, this 1s the Baron Von-excuse
iness rectitude.
Weeks and months elapsed, and still there was not me-"O
"Von Valkenstein, of Frankfort-on-Main," I esthe faintest clue obtainable by which to trace the
sayed, to help the lady out of the dilemma.
~hereabouts of the stolen treasure.
"Ah! glad to meet you, sir. You are the gentleOne morning, while glancing at the morning
paper, my eye fell upon the following item in the man who wishes to see about some jewelry we have
to dispose of?"
personal column. It read thus:
"Jusht so, if you please," I replied, the case having
"On account of business misfortunes, a once
wealthy family will dispose of some valuable jewelry taken an entirely new turn; for before me stood the
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otorious Chick Spencer, the blackleg, gambler, and ence of Chick Spencer. The same woman was presan of the world. I knew him at a glance. If I had ent as before, handsome, voluptuous, and witty, and
t been so completely disguised as a foreign Jew, dressed in magnificent costume.
ith false whiskers and a loose dress suit, he might
"Vell, Mister Van Schaick you see I'm come for
· ave recognized in me an old foe whom he had rea- dem diamonds-I always keeps my vord. Ven I tells
on to fear. After glancing at me and looking me a man dat I will do a ting, I does it."
,trough and through, he said:
"Have you brought the money with you?"
. "Well, sir, to business."
"To be sure. How could I get de diamcnds widout
"Dat's vot brings me here to-night."
de money?"
Unlocking a drawer in a desk, he drew forth a
"Just so. Excuse me for asking."
small, square casket, and, opening it, said:
"Here it ish," I said, holding up a roll of bills that
"There is one of the finest lots of brilliants ever made Chick's eyes fairly dance. He hesitated about
put in a setting."
producing the jewels. Quick as a flash he whipped
I could not help exclaimink: "Magnificent--mag- out a pistol, and fired while rushing toward me.
nificent !" as the gems sparkled and flashed their The ball grazed my left shoulder, but before he could
fire the second shot I had seized him by the throat
various hues. "What you vant for dem ?"
and thrown him violently upon the floor.
"Thirty thousand dollars."
From behind the curtains rushed a man, who was
"Dat ish much monish."
"I know it is; but you can sell them in Europe coming to his assistance. He was aiming his pistol
at me, but hesitated to fire, lest he might hit Chick,
for fifty thousand."
who was struggling to regain his feet. I whistled
"Dot ish your lowest price, eh?"
an ominous signal, and through every door in rushed
"The very lowest, and that is a sacrifice."
a squad of policemen, who took aim at the villains,
de
wid
here
be
"Den to-morrow night at te;1 I will
monish," and I turned on my heel, making a most and would have riddled them if they attempted any
obsequious bo,v to the lady of the house, and was further resistance.
I dashed my wig and false whiskers on the floor.
soon on the street. I moved with an extra caution,
"Good heavens! Tom Fox, the detective, in the
he
as
inasmuch as I knew that Chick Spencer, duped
had been to believe that I was a rich foreigner, was disguise of a foreign Jew!"
"Yes, Frank Seymour"-for it was he who had
in search of just such game, and that it was not at
all unlikely that he would dog my steps to find out come from behind the curtains to help def end Chick
-" and the man whom you told you had been robbed
where I was stopping.
At last, after months of patient search and the one night of valuable jewels."
"She (pointing at the woman) was the temptress
following up of intangible clues, my eyes had fallen
laid the scheme and paved the way for my
who
mainhe
so
stolen,
been
h&d
which
gems
very
on the
tained, from Frank Seymour. So eager was my de- ruin. Oh, my, what shall I do? What shall I do?"
sire to get possession of them that I could have and the unfortunate man wrung his hands in an
seized them from Chick's hands, but prudence agony of despair.
taught me better.
"Chick Spencer, not content to rob, your black,
heart is polluted with the crime of murvillainous
I confess that I was not prepared for any such
emergency as might arise were I to attempt to take der. You thought to get me here, steal the money,
keep the jewels, and put me out of the way, and the
the jewels by force.
Several times there were ominous movements of world would be ignorant of your crime, while you
a set of heavy damask curtains in a distant part of gloated on your ill-gotten gains. Your scheme has
the room, and my quick eye made me think that failed. Officers, search him for the keys of that
there were other persons listening to our conversa- desk."
tion. I may have been mistaken-perhaps it was
Chick was handcuffed, the key.to a private drawer
the wind that came from a window nearby.
produced. The casket and jewels were found intact
Rest assured I did not sleep that night. Early in and restored to the firn.1 of Lindsay & Co.
the morning I apprised Lindsay & Co. of my disThe guilty trio were taken to the Tombs, in course
covery, and unfolded to them my plan of action, with of time tried and sentenced to a long term in durwhich they entirely agreed. I especially asked them ance vile, vvhere they have had ample time to reflect
not to make known any facts in the case to Frank upon their adventures with "Dot Foreign Jew."
Seymour. I had my reason for this which I did not
then reveal-reasons which were valid and substan~
Mrs. Jellus (to prospective parlormaid)-I am
tial-as the sequel will show.
you won't do. You see you are-er-very
afraid
might
incident
slightest
the
All that day I felt that
intervene to foil my plans. Chick Spencer might good-looking, and my husband being an artist is a
call at the bank and inquire if there was such a per- great admirer of female beauty and-- Parlormaid
son as Baron Von Valkenstein. That must be at- (interposing)-Yes, ma'am, any one can see that by
his marrying you. Mrs. Jellus-Er-well, anyway
tended to.
will give you a month's trial.
I
presthe
into
ushered
was
I
time
appointed
the
At
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discovered in this territory," says J. L. Shaw, man- r
ager of the Commercial Coal Sales Company. His·
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - company controls the entire output of chunky coal,
NEW YORK, SEPTEMBER 5, 1919 ·
a high class fuel coming from the Superior mines ·
of Chehalis, Wash.
~
"An examination of the coal from the recently un~
covered vein in the Superior mines convinced us
TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
that a superior fuel product had been discovered and
we proceeded to tie up the entire output of the mine,"
.06 Conti
Slni;-lo Coplea .•..•.....••••••••••••••••• •• ••• ••••
is Shaw's explanation of the chunky coal invasion of
One Copy Three ?tlonthe •...••.••••.•...•••••••••
,75 Cents
One Copy Six Months ...•.•••••.....•.••....•.••
1.50
Oregon. This new coal-clean, long burning, with
One Copy One Year . ... . ..•......•...•..•..••••••
a.eo
low percentage of ash, and coming in large chunks
POSTAGE FREE
because of a screening more exacting than that to
HOli' TO SE~D MOll<"EY-At our rl.!ik send P. 0. Money
which any other Northwest coal is subjected-is beOrder. Check or Registered Letter; remittance~ lu eny other
way are at your risk. We accept Postage Stamps the same as
1ng widely exploited in Oregon by the Couche Atlvercash. When sending silver Wl'll.p tbe Coln In a sepnrate piece
tising service, with a remarkable record of more
of paper to avoid cutting the envelope. Wi1te your name and
address plainly. Address letters to
than 10,000 tons sold since Febrnary.
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher,
Shaw is a mechanical and electrical engineer who
has made a study of coal, both in the distributing
166 West 23d St., New York
field and as heating engineer on the school ho•p·r1 of
Portland for two years.
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GOOD CURRENT NEWS ARTICLES

The Navy Department estimates that the two
super-dreadnoughts for which bids were recently received, will cost with armor and guns a total amount
of $32,000,000. These are ships of the 1916 program, and they show an increase in construction cost
during the war of nearly 100 per cent. The increase
has been progressive, with a big jump of course,
during the past five years. Thus the "Alabama"
(11,565 tons) of 1900 cost $2,722,000; the "Connecticut" (16,000 tons) of 1906 cost $4,096,000; the
"Florida" (21,825 tons) of 1911 cost $6,400,000;
and the "Nevada" (27,500 tons) built in 1915, cost
$11,000,000,

,_,,,,,,,.

.. ---- ..

C.RINS AND CHUCKLL~~
"Was your father an old man when he died?"
asked the prosecuting attorney. "Haven't I told just
told you," flung back the irritable witness, "that my
father was a baseball umpire?"
Irate Parent-You can get rid of money faster
than any man I know. Son-True, dad, but listen:
By getting rid of it quickly I save lots of time, and
time, you know, is money.

First Girl-Do you know, I heard that Mamie
Brown's engagement ring is paste. Second GirlDragged by his collie dog for seventeen mil~s How perfectly lovely and appropriate! You know
through a snow-covered region on the desert and her fiance is a paperhanger.
mountains, Clint Crawford, a cattle-puncher, known
among his associates as "Doc," is still alive, accord"Little boy," said a gentleman, "why do you carry
ing to an account in the Tribune of Goldfield, Ne- that umbrella over your head? It is not raining."
vada. Thrown by his horse, Crawford's shoulder "Nop." "And the sun is not shining.'' "Nop."
was shattered. He was delirious and remembers "Well, why, then do you carry it?" "'Cause when it
only intervals of the struggle against death as he rains pa wants it, and when the sun shines me vmnts
staggered along through the snow. Being ex- it, and it's only when it's this kind of weather that I
hausted, he would have frozen to death in a few can get any use of it-see?"
hours, but was aroused by his dog. Time after time
Crawford sank down in his delirium and was giving
George and Ethel were married a few weeks ago,
up the fight. Each time the collie roused him with
and
returned from their honeymoon to a ducky little
scratches from his paws and by biting him, and then
bungalow
garnished throughout with the usual valled the way across the unmarked snow toward help.
able
but
useless silverware and jewelry which
After 11 hours the dog took Crawford to the Rose
friends
shower
upon the newly married. The day
mine, where medical aid was received.
after their arrival two tickets for a downtown theater reached them, accompanied by a little scented
With the discovery of new coal deposits, and the note bearing the simple message: "Guess who sent
uncovering of new vein in old mines, the Pacific them." They found it impossible to identify the
Northwest, despite a rapidly increasing population, donor, but neverthless decided to use them. At the
is fast becoming master of its own coal destinies, end of a pleasant evening they returned to their
independent of other sections of the country.
home to find the place stripped of eve1·ything. On
"The Northwest has been independent in quantity the dining-room table lay another little scented note
for years, but only recently has quality coal been bearing the legend: "Now you know."

-WILD WEST WEEKLY.
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
THE BRICK SNAKE
"In a city bookstore the other day," said a couny-born man, "I saw standing on end on a long
le, and maybe three or four inches apart, a long
w of books. I was buying a book at that table
and as it was being wrnpped up something upset th~
end book in that long row. It fell against the next
book and that against the next one, and so, swiftly
and smoothly, they all toppled over one after another
until the whole row was down. It made me·smile, it
brought to mind the fun we used to have with bricks
in my youth.
"This is a sport that I do not remember ever to
have seen practised in New York because here there
is less freedom of space and here it would be dangerous in the busy streets, but in the smaller city
that I came from wherever there was a new building
going up it was a common thing for boys to stand
up long lines of bricks on end a little distance apart
and then by toppling over the end one, the key brick,
so to speak, make the whole row go down.
'' Small boys used to be satisfied to make straight
rows of this sort and they found much pleasure in
that, but bigger boys soon learned to make sweeping
curves, and finally to make lines with severe curves,
like a letter S-regular brick snakes.
'' They soon discovered that to make a brick snake
work all right the bricks must be nicely spaced, otherwise, on a sharp curve, a brick might fall outside the
line and so the whole line might not go down. It
had another pleasure of a rare achievement when a
boy could set up a long brick snake that would
wriggle smoothly and completely from head to tail."
BUILDING HIS ARK
"Church of the Living God" is the name of a new
religion started by the Rev. J. E. Lewis, a negro
preacher Ii ving on Terminal Island, in Los Angeles
harbor. At present he has fifteen followers, but he
expects many more before long, for he is not only a
preache1·, but a shipbuilder, and he is now engaged in
building- a ship in which he intends to sail to Liberia,
the land of his birth, and there convert his own
·
people.
What kind of a ship is he building? Well, the
framework is being constructed out of scrap lumber
from an old house; for smokestacks he is using battered funnels taken from a wreck in the bay; and he
is gathering most of his material in like fashion.
Mr. Lewis has been working on his ship for a year
now, and he has already completed the hull frame,
85 feet long and 30 feet high. The ways are three
short logs, and there are no keel-blocks at all. The
cement ship walls, to be 13 inches thick, will require
125 tons of concrete. So far, five bags of cement
have been donated. A gasoline engine and sails will
drive the "yacht," and Parson Lewis will be its
captain.

His shipyard is his back yard. In fact, his home
-which is also his church and Sunday-school room
-lies almost under the bow of the ship. Under its
stern is a chicken-cook that will make the trip loaded
with chickens.
YOUNG ELEPHANT IS DISCIPINED
In a recent exchange it is stated that elephants
are amazingly like human beings in the way they
discipline their young. In proof it tells an amusing
incident seen by a French traveler in an intensive
lumber yard in Burma.
While the adult elephants were faithfully at work
the youngsters played about the yard. The elephant
that attracted the traveler's particular attention was
hauling, in her chain harness, huge tree trunks from
the bank of the river. She had a heavy load, a fact
that her offspring did not realize. Bent on playing a
prank, he wound ' his little trunk about one of the
chain traces and pulled back with all his strength.
Conscious of the suddenly increased weight, the
mother stopped and looked around. She saw the
youngster and shook her head s9lemnly, but, paying
no further heed to his teasing, bent again to her
work. Meanwhile the little ra'scal with his mischievous trunk had loosened the ring that fastened
the traces to the load.
While the mother was straining to set her burden
in motion again, her rascally son pulled with all his
might against her, and pulled so sturdily that she
was quite unaware that she had been disconnected
from her load. Then, suddenly, the youngster let
go. Naturally enough, the mother was thrown to
her knees and her driver hurled in a wide circle
from her back.
'fhe culprit sought a huge wood-pile that seemed
to offer him at least a temporary protection. His
mother, however, was soon in pursuit, and he had
to flee. Round and round the wood-pile he dodged,
but his mother, with her iron harness clanging nois•
ily behind her, kept close at his heels.
Although the little one's greater agility gained
some space for him at the corners, his mother eventually overtook him. The first blow of her trunk
drew from him a bawl of pain. At the second he
sank, quite humbled, to his knees; and then he endured without a murmur, although with many tears,
a sound thrashing. Finally the mother let him up.
With tears still streaming and with drooping trunk
he took his disconsolate way out of the yard.
The little fellow had won the complete sympathy
of the observer. Consequently he was overjoyed to
witness during the noon hour a touching reconciliation. The mother did all she could to comfort the
penitent little sinner; she caressed him with her
trunk, cuddled him up against her, and looked at
him as if to say "You still have a mother who loves
you."-Our Dumb Animals.
a
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OLD COINS WANTED

ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
WOODEN LEGS FOR CHICKS
':1-'wo deformed Winsted, Conn.,
chicks are to be equipped with
wooden legs by their owner,
Isaac A. Wood. One chick when
hatched had a crooked leg which
had to be cut off at the first
joint. The foot of another chick
in the same brood was injured in
such a way that amputation was
considered necessary by Mr.
Wood to save its life.

ing. It is your duty to notify
the nearest policeman and have
his case investigated.
Col. Arthur Woods, assistant
to the Secretary of War, has
written to the chief of police in
every city in the United States
asking for the co-operation of
the police in dealing with the
peddler panhandler and street
faker in the uniform of the army
and navy. The uniform he says,
is as sacred as the flag itself, and
SELLS $50,000 FRUIT CROP the police forces of the country
Phillip H. Dubois, of New can do no finer thing than "go to
Paltz, N. Y., has entered into a any limit to protect it."
contract to sell his fruit crop to
a dealer in Yonkers for $50,000. MARDI GRAS TO BE
This includes both. apples and
REVIVED AT CONEY
pears. Roelif E. Dubois, of New
It has been definitely decided
Paltz, has sold his crop to the that Coney Island is to have a
same dealer for $15,000.
The deal is the largest ever revival of ihe Mardi Gras, and
consumated in this section of the arrangements to that end are in
the hands of the Coney Island
State. P. H. Dubois' crop two C
·
A
· t·
years ago sold for $10,000. Uls- armva 1 ~socia _10n.
ter apples and pears are of nor- . The fe~ival will open on tl:1-e
mal quantity this year and of mgh~ of .:,eptember ~5 and will
good quality.
contmue up to ~d mch~de the
21st. A parade will be given on
each night during the week, exPEDDLING IN UNIFORM
cept on Saturday, when it will be
When you see a man in uni- held during the afternoon for
form peddling souvenirs do not the benefit of the children of the
jump to the conclusion that he is public schools.
a poor soldier in need. In all
It is understood that Peace,
probability he is an impostor Prosperity and Prohibition will
using the American uniform as be the three predominant themes
a stock in trade for making a liv- during the festival.

$2 to $500 EACH paid for Hundreds ot
Coins dated before 18U5. Keep ALL old ,
Money. You m.ay bave Coins wort~ 6
Large Premium.
Seud 10c. tor Ne\1
Illustrntecl Coin Value Book, size .;:,t6.
Get Po steel at Once.
OLARKE COIN 00., Box llli. La .U.07, N. L ,.

$

FUN AND AMUSEMENT
OH, BOYi ANYBODY CAN"
NOW 11\IITATE BIUDS'
FOWLS, ANUIALS, STEAlll-f
BOAT WHISTLES, MUSICAL
INSTRUlllENTS, ETC., with
mouth and hands. New book,
"1-limicry ai.JnJ>liflod''_ (Ul~strated), reveals bow. Surpr1sl.ngly easy.
S7 l.mita~lon•
co1nplete, 25 cents, postpw.d.
AddreH all ordera to
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., Dept. 11,
No. 165 W, 2Sd St., N. Y.
RUBBER VACUUl\I SUCKERS.

The lates t novelty out! Dishes and plates
wi!J stick to tbe tal>lc, cups to tbe saucers
like glue. Put one under a glass and then
tr:v to l!tt it.
You can't.
Lots ot tun.
Aiways put 1t on a smootb surface and wet
tbe rubber. Many otber tricks can be accompllsbed with tbls novelty.
Price, 12 cts. e!lcb by mall. pnstpnid.
FRANK Sl\IITH, 621 W. 134ih r,,t., New York.
TOKIO OARD TRICK.

You place five curds l.n a
hat.
Remove one ot them
nod tbeu a s k your audience
bow many remain. -Upon examinat1on the remaining tour
!Jave vunls!Jcd. A very clever
t rlck.
Price l0c. by mail,
postpaid, with directions.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Oentre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
LINK

THF.l

LINK

PUZZLE.

The sensation ot the day.
Pronounced by nil, tbe most
batllng and scientific novelty
out. Thousands have worked
at lt tor bours without mas·
tering it. still it can be done in two seconds
by giving the links tbe proper twist, but unless you know how, the harder you twist
them the tighter they grow. Pri ce 6c, S tor
li'ic; one dozen, li0c, by mail, postpala.
FRANK SllllTil, 521 W. 184th St., New York.

"MYSTERY MAGAZINE'' "MevinU Picture Stories''
PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY. 10 CENTS A COPY
Handsome Colored Covers--48 Pages of Reading-Great
Authors-FamouP Artists-Fine Presswork
It coutaius exciting and mysterious detective stories, sketches.
novelettes, serials and a large amount of otber interestini: matter.
Ordct· u cooy from tbis list.
-LATEST ISSUESNo.
86 'l'RAILED BY A FRENCH

I

No.
30 '£ HE GAME OF DETEC·
TIVE CAI! EW, by Leonard
Jerome.
81 LAW-MAKER AND LAW1:IREAKER. by Beulah
Poynter.
32 THE C O U N T El R F E I T
HE!l{ESS, by Inspector J.
Harrigan.
33 'l'RACKED, TO CHINA, b7
Chief Roger O'Brien.
3-1 AFTER THE GERMAN
SPIES, by May Halsey MIiler.
35 'l'ilE CLUE IN THE BOX,
by Alexander Douglas.

37
38
39
40
il

42

43

DETEC'l'IVIil, by R. Renaud.
A DROP OF INK, by Lleut.
Robert W. Warden.
THE TEN DOCTORS, bJ
Allan Arnold Fox.
THE STAlN ON PAGE 61,
by Charles T. J°ordan.
THE MASKED MYSTERY,
by Police Sergeant Kelly.
THE BLACK SOUL, by
Beulab Poynter.
SANCTUARY, by W1lliam
Hamilton Osborne.
TH.El MYSTERY OF THE
SEVEN
SHADOWS,
by
Charles F. Oursler.

The Famous Detective Story Out To-day in No. 44 is
"THE SIGN OF THE DRAGON," by C. Martin Eddy, Jr.
J.' ltA:NK TOUSEY, Publisher, 181 W. 2Sd St., New York City.

A Weekly Magazine Devoted to Photoplaya and Playea-s
PRICE SIX CENTS

PER

COPY

THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
32 Paites of Readinit. Magnificent Colored Cover Portraits
of Prominent Performers. Out Every Friday.
Each number contains Flve Stories of tbe Best Films on the
Screens-Elegant Halt-tone Scenes from tbe Plays-Interesting
Articles About Prominent People in tbe l!'ilms-Doings of
Actors and Actresses in the Studios and While Plcture-makingLessons in Sceua rio Writing.
THIS

LITTLE :MAGAZINE GIVES YOU MORE FOB
HONEY THAN ~ y OT.lilER SIMILAR PUBLICATION ON THE MARKET I

YOVB

Its authors ure the very beat that money c1<n procure: 1t11
profuse 1JlustraUons are exquisite, and its special articles are by
tbe greatest experts in their particular line.
Buy a copy Now from your newadealer, or eend us 6 cents la
mo11.ey or postage stamps, and we will mail you IUIJ number
you dealre.

HARRY E. WOLFF, Pub., 166 W. 23d St., New York City

inds cure for Rheumatism
After SUffcring 50 Years

ow 83 Years Old
Regains Strength
and laughs at
"URIC ACID"
oee Fishing;
Back to Buisin es s,
Feels
Fin el
How
Othera May
Do Itl

BE WELL AND KEEP WELL

The ROCHE

Electric Hygienic Machine

') 30 Day•' Trial. Don't Be a Dood Gna at F;fty

,
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f Shouldbei n
Ev ... rirHome
ll h1crfl111«• hiMfl
clrcu hul•11, str11uJII h·
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nerus. &rln ::s 5loep
•l .. pless.
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ti••

Th• Vteoroue Man or
W•m•n I• Leader
~f All

You c:i nnot re•lia:e the bcae•

fill derived from this machine
txcept :,ou try It. One treatlncut will conyioce you of Its
If
n:1raordluary qua.lilies.

you are a suffc re:- of uaralyst1,
locumotor a ::ix ia, vertico,
hea.•la.c hc1, neun.lrb., nervou,n"a.1, r,cneral or sexual

....,eak.ness, &poL)lerv, neuritis,
rhcu1nati1111, src ut, lu 1:1ba20 or
harden ing attorlclli, h~ 9.tre
to lnYettl1rate this m :1.c .hlns.
T&kr• the place of cxerdse.
Give y o ..ir ruutcle!i: hnn e\u.
tlchy; be ntlthu fat uor thin..

NORMAI.IZIE
VOUlt WlllaHT
I)o you realize
'What this mach ine
means to one want·
h1r in •ital strenvth.
or 5uner1nR' frl)tn
norv:.,ua dobUlty,

:::.o:.:~j tr:~~;

ll'ivented by

Prof. J. 8. Roche.

and vcrlooao volna?
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@
L 'Ilj--i1{'ii;{l, ifJ_

Remember thf1 Ma.

chino 11 no• a vibrator

I a f:tlvan lc nuisance: l>ut a 1rtnulQc h::1:h hl:~ti'~;~~fr~c:r~~
lon~1nr .tpparatus. No wlrc1 to connect. All rou have to
do 1s 10 thro:,"" on the switch. Re sure to write for FREE
BOOK. It u ,_r ,,.,n 11,ul 'IUOl'lf#K who want to hccome
healthy, virorous and cfficJcnt. This means you I Addre.Hi

Rocho Eleclric Mac~iue Co., SS, Graad Rapid,, Mich.
•~1 am t:lgUL.Y·U.u·c~ .)t!lllb UlU UlH.1 J. lloC·
tore<.J. for rht!UUl..ttlsw eV..:!1' .stucc 1 CH.lllt' out
of the arwy over llfty years ago. Like mauy
others, I spent money freely for so-called
'cures.' and I have rend about 'Uric Acid' until I could utmost taste it. I could not sit!<;[)
nights or walk without pnlu; ruy hands were
so sore and stiff: l could not llold a peu. llut
now 1 am again In active business and can
walk with ease or write all dny with cowfort. Friends are surprised at th<; cllani:c."
HOW IT HAPPENED .
Mr. Ashelman I~ only one of thou , auds
who sullereJ for years, owing to the ircneral
belloet in the old, false theory tllat ··uric
'l'hls erruucous
Acid" causes rheumatism.
L>elief Induced him aud legions of uurortu·
nate lllen and womeu to tuks wroug treatments. You mii:llt just as well attempt to
put out a lire with oil as to try and get rid
uf your rheumatism, neuritis and llke cowplaiuts, by taklnir treatment suppo sed to
Urive Uric Acid out of your blood and L>ody.
Mauy physicians aud scientists now know
th!it Uric Acid uever did, never can ,rnd
never will ca;isc rheumatism; that lt ls a
natural and necessary constituent ot tile
blood· that 1t ls round in every new-born
bube. 'and that without it we co uld not llvo I
HOW OTli.EKlel MAY BEN.1!:J>'IT
FROM A GENEHOUS GH'T.
'l'hese statements m.H.y s~em 1>trauge to
some talks, bt,cuuse nearly all snll'erers have
llll along been l~d to believe iu the old "Lric
Acid" llumbug. lt took .Mr. Asllelmau Ufty
years to find out this truth. lie learueJ lluw
to get rid o! tile true cause of llld rllet,10ut1sm, other disorders and recover his

strength t'rom "'l'he lnner My8terit:-s," a re·
markable book that ls now belnii distrl buteJ
free by al' authority who devoted ov"r
twenty years to the scientific study ot th1•
If any reader ot the
P.articular L rnu hie.
'Tousey L1urnries" wishei:; a copy ol
stnrtling (acts overreveals
that
book
this
looked by uuctors and scientists for cena p9~t-ca~d or letter
send
turies past, slmplv
to H. P. Clearwater, 534 B ,\ ater Street, Halbe sent L>y rewill
it
and
lowell, Maine,
turn mall without any charge whatev~r.
get tlJis o ppornever
may
You
Send now.
It not a sutrerer yourself,
tunity again.
friend who
some
to
hand this good news
may be afflicted.

QUICK HAJR CROWT H !
Box Frea To You I

Pep! Ner,•e! Yi1ror!-Gon e?
Do you dare to ask yourself why your Health and
i:ltren:;th are I1'alling? Look
at yourself· In tbe glass, ask
what's wrong''! \Vhy ure
you not able to get the most
out of life in tlJc joy of Jiving and earning capacity'/
Do you realize the danger
yon arc in by neglecting
Is it constipayourself?
tion, nerYousneb~, indigestion, inbomnia, rheu1na.tis1n,
1>oor 1nen1ory, cato.rrb, sllort

circulation,
poor
wind,
round shoulder&, skin dis·
ordc,·s ·1 Are rou flat-cllc•ted or round shouhlcred?
'l'oo thin or too stout'! Do
you want to increase your
bell!'ht, or muscular devel·
opm,mt or just your i:ener1>l
health?
ARE YOU AJ;-RAJD OF THE TRUTH?
Why not come to me as a friend and confidant and tell me what is preventing your
getting- the most out of life? I will write
you a frieudly, personal, helpful talk that
will lift you out of despair and sutferlng.
You can't mend the body with OILS,
PIIYSICS aud PII<':l!'LE ! You must know
'rhis is the Strongfort
Nature's way.
Send for my
I will show you.
way.
wonderful book, 1 'Pro1notion and Conserand J\Iental
Strength
vation of lleulth,
Energy," enclosing Lhrce 2c stamps to pay
you to
help
It " ·ill
malling exppnscs.
shape your destiny. Be tbe master, not
the slave. Write to-duy,

LIONEL & STRONGFORT

Physical and Health Specia.list
1048 Stron,:fort lnbtitute, Newark, N. J.

Bad Sickness

11111 Acid-Stomach
Caused bY
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FREE

1
0
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worueu i lt ll p~rr6Ctly barmlu1 and. of\ea
1tarta h&Jr irowth lu a t•w day 1. A.4drcH I

New York, N.Y.

Kos~ott laboratory, KA 103, Station F,

a

Three

ways to
reduce
your
weight

Particular• mailed hee to any addreea.
B-12-4St Loni,.Mo.

BOOIC ON

DOG DISEASES
And How to Feed

r:.oc

BLANK CARTRIDG E
Only 11
PISTOL

~r.:.~:

For protection and swrt, evel'1 man and
boy should have one. Order at once. Get
an Amorkan flac FREE.

M'.one7 refunded

doalrcd.
B. G. Lewis Co .. 1400 Broadway, New York City

---t.P.XJ.~.~,.g ~!Q!•:1~t.~!.!~? ~~~!t:!~1!!!
L•d.J llboul4 llanac• 811' B•u to mah bl• PropOM lhrrlaJe.
•(low toO•tellt. • Rlob.Bach,lor. "How to Wlo tb, rueyofLadl...
•tt'\uettt ..a.,ao. ~hu'bJeotah,tptulta lanl"II, 10C P'OSTPAI 0

YANK:hiE PUB. CO.. TILTON. N. H.

If people only realized the healtb-<lestroy !nir
power of nn acid-stomach -of the many kinds
of sickness and misery it causes-of the lives
It literally wrecks-they would guard againat
It as carefully ns they do againtt a deadly
plague. You know in an instant the firstsymp,
toms of acid-stomach -pains of indigestion;
distressing, painful bloat; sour, gassy stomach; belching; food repeating; heartburn. etc.
Whenever your stomach feela this way you
should lose no time in putting it to rights. If
you don't, serious coosequences are almost
sure to follow, such as intestinal fermentation.
auto-intoxicat ion, impairment of the entire
nervous system, headache, biliousness, cirrhosis of the li\"er; sometimes even catarrh of
the stomach and intc8tinal ulcers aod cancer.
II you arc not feeling right. see If It Isn't
acid-stomach tllat is the cause of your Ill
health . Take EATONIC, the wonderfnl modern stomach remedy. EATONIC Tablets
quickly and surely relieve tile pain, bloat,
belching, and heartburn that indicate acidstomach. Make the stomach strong, clean
and sweet. By keeping the stomach in healthy
condition so that you can get full strength
from your food, your general health steadily
improves. Results are marvelously quick.
Just try EATONIC and you will be as enthuehwtic as the tllousands who have used It and
who say they never dreamed anything could
bring such marvelous relief.
So get a big 50-cent box of EATON IC from
your druggist today. II not antis.factory return it snd he will refund your money.

E~!2~L<:
Weiah t in Gold
worlh
It you are seeklug a genuine invigoranta man's tonic-you may place reliance upon
\Vood's Vl11"or Tabules. .A wonderful stimulant and sustainer. Used by men who know
what's whnt. .A box costs 60 cents or $1.00,
postpaid, and you are likely to say that
every tabule ls worth lts weight lu gold to
Address; Edw. J. " 'oods, VA·lOS,
you.
Station 1,', New York. N- y_

L TT LE A ·DS

PATENTS
PATENTS, TRADE MARKS, co1mlghts. Wrlto 1
information. L. G. Oros~m:i.u, Victor BlUc .. \\"es
lugton, D. C.

PERSONAL

Write to Riker & King, Advertisin,e Offices, 118 East 28th Street, New York City,
or 8 South Wabasl, Avenue, Chicago, for particulars about advertising in this magazine,

AIDS TO EFFICIENCY

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We revlso ))Oems,
wrlto mutic nnd j;uarantee to secure publicattou. Submit voe1us on nny subject. Broadway Stud.lea* 1G5C,
lfitzgeral(l Bulldinc, New York.

AGENTS

For sure succes:> hundred select v.·ea·
ruombors, boU1 sex, wJshint: llltr~lagc; sulc~ly . c1. t
0
r~~~:i~e; ,~~ae;:~~d_ex,,:{~etcts:~1 l,~~fe '·:?,1d
ccssrul Cupid, !.hs. Cappel, Box 115. Oa.kl.1.nd. <.. '
WRITE TliE WORDS FOR A SONG. We revL;e P0<"-3
write music and iuarantee to secure publication. S·
mit poems on any subject. Broadway Studios. IG; •
FitzgcralU Build~ng, Kew York.
'L
MARRY FOR WEALTH aud happiness. The Cuid1
Star wl11 show you the way. Malled free ant.I sco.lcu
D. E. Austin. Dr>wor 712, Phlln\Jelphla, Pa.
MARP.Y RICH, huudrec\s anxious, description Jlst fr•r •
s•tlsfacUon iruaranteed. Select Club, Dept. A, TNn
voria. Kanus.
•8
GET MAR Ill ED. Best ruatrimonlal ma~azino 1>ubllsl\l~4'
Mn!Jcd freo. American Dlstrlbntor, l3lalrst'llle, Pa.
MARRY. Many successful throue:h our eJl'orts. ParUculars free. Personal Club, 217 l?a.rkway Dldg.,
Philadelphia, l'a.
LONELY MAIDEN, ~6. would marry. Write for pieture. Bo:s: 150K, Syracuse. :K. Y.
MARRY; MANY RICH . J>arUcutars !or sta.mp. Mrs.
Morrison. 8053 w. Ilold•n St.. Seattle. Waah.
MARRY.

!tf;.nu;~~o~t~~

COINS AND ST AMPS

'"'

STAMPS,

50 VARIETIES, Transvaal, Drazll, Peru,
Cuba, h[exlco. otc.. aud Album 10 cts. 1,000 ml%e<l
60 dlltsreat U. S. 25 eta. 1.000 hlnees 10 cts.
List tree.
l buy st,unp,.
C. Stei:man, 0937 Cote
Brllll•nto, St. Louls, llfo.
STANl'S: 103 Ulb:cd, incl. Cbluo, etc., 2 cts.; Album
(600 pictures), 3 cts. Dullard. Ko. 20. Sta. A, Doston.
40 eta.

POWERENE IS EQUAL TO GASOLINE at 5 cts. a
C-3.llon.
Sale::1men and nieots wautcd.
E%olu:»lve
territory crauted. .Powcr~ne is euara.nteed to be ba1mless to reruova and pre"ent carbou, doubllnx: the llfe
CORRESP ONDENCE
ot all gasoline motors, so.Tine rovaire. addln1 an&J>, DETECTIVES and INVESTIGATO TUITION
RS make large Inspeed and power. Ao amount eQuaJ to 20 &"nllons ot
comes.
i:asoline will be sent to au,y addros., io the lJ. S., o,vn boss. .Excellent op_portunitiea to tra.rel. lld your
Short hou.n;. \Ve instruct you at a nominal
chugcs pr,pald, for $1. W. Porter Barueo, Dept. 10, cost.
Particulars freo.
"'rite AmerkAn School ot
8nnta Rosa, Cal.
Crlmlnolo::y, Dept. U. Detroit. Mlch.
TOY BALLOO!lS, AIRSHIPS. l{ake blr proata supPlYinit dealers, peddlers, fairs.
Sample, &od prices
50 cts., postvatd. Ask for our S1>ectsl $1 assortmenL
M. l'rcssner, 20 E'a.'>t 17th St., New York.
FRECKLES POSITIVELY REMOVED, Jc,v!ng skin
FOR THE HEAL TH
boautiful. Yenus <lo Milo l•'reckle
f.5
DO YOU KNOW someone who has t.lie drink habit?
1
\Vould you like to see hJm freed of it so that he will
bo a noi>lo, uprie-ht, healthy, e-ood-bearted. prvaperous,
HIGH STRIKERS e&ru $25 to $100 a day al fol«, steady man f If so write for confidential loform11tion to
Edw. J. Woods IW-GOl. St1tlou F, New York, N. Y.
i.
HEftB DOCTOR RECIPE IJOOK 10 cts. Worth U.
Mich,
Tflaches how to make medicines from herbs ror o.11
AGENTS, make bli J)rotlt
11Jin1 our extra.els. per· dlseuses. Over 250 rocelpU and herb socreta. Indiana
llorb
Oardons. Del)t. 5M, llammond, lad.
1

Cream cts.,
::!~~~~0d. A.~: L:bnot:1torletea::~ ~~~Onio~b~;i!
:~

I

w:f(eor10r ~:t~V:fl. 8~~c;s~ B~~~=w~:p8 Bf L~~~::
eJ~ lea~'&wcre~:.

f:a: -~~fa#~Y~i:e m;,~f~;;;

1amvle aoap free.
racasslan Co., Dept. 259, St.
Loula, Mo.
$60 WEEKLY. Newest HllM creaUn.r aensatlon. E.J:.
cJu1lve territory. Goods vostr;n1iJ. Act Quick. Modern
Rocolalty Co .. Dept. .I{, Los ..ln«des. Calli.
FIBER B800MS outwear lS corn blooms; ruarnnt~eu one
year. Ae:ents wantt'd: women, men. \Vorkl.ni 11.mplo,
$1.25, Postpaid. Keystone Fiber llroom Company, 020
DuQuesue ,vay, PUtsbura:h, P..:•::.·-- ------ -

ART AND DEN PICTURES

ORIENTAL DANCER; sh• docs real Salome wl:ele,
HMled !?5 ct.3. Hamilton J.tre:.~ Dame,a Cft.y, Iowa.
REAL PHOTOGRAPH S, ouro to ploaso. Send 25 cts.
Ba.mllton Company, Earnu City, Iowa.
10 t!'.AR ~: ~~.,~- vo;t;:;~;i c!~~mt;:v1llj~;, ce,c~1ol 10
2
0

"l'M

READY" and "MISS FATIPftA" are boautllul,
fasclnatin1 den plcturu, alze 6x8 inches. Price 15
Sobchak Bros., 6247 Montrose A,e.,
Chlcaeo.
A PACKAGE OF FUtl which wUI deU,ht you beyond
m~asuro.
Contains a aot ot 24 jolly, burlesque
cardg...-eacb a dttrerent 1>0stcard. Sent postpaid for
80 cts.
NaUonaJ Bi;eclaJUos Co., 82 Union Squaro,
New York.
BATHING GIRL PICTURES 12 ots.; sl.xteen nrleUes
$1, refunded lf displeased. "'~••l••f Club, St. Louis, l!o.
cts.; both 25 cts.

BOOKS AND • C:RIOOICALS

BOO KS-New or nearly new, about one-firth store
oost. MU1J aubjocts; 5 to 50 ct&. Send for list or
znmUon what .-ou wish. Anthony FluelU, Box 601,
1f:oseta, Pa.

BUSINESS OPPORTU NITIES
111 L}t~~~Sdl~:.: ~tr~lnfi.e"~~e .Rhl"~!~ti-.af :~u!W;
(!r~es tlle most stuhbom case of Rh(lumatlsm entirely
out of the aystem. People write us a.nd BAY they are
a,touncled at tho rnults. especially on the kidneys. Just
thlnl~ or the mouoy-m11.k!ng no,;slbtHUos. Remre:umtative1
9
:rpress

SCIENTIFIC

DO THE DEAD RETURN? With my thirty years' ex•
perlence, I know they do. Ilow you may find it out
through your own developm,ent. Booklet freo. Add;
Psychic School, Dept. A, 1984 Thompson St.. Kaos:is
City. K~n.
YOUR FUTURE predicated ono year for sta.mv. dime,
birthdate, Mme. E. A. )"'ishur, Somervllle, 'l'eno.
FOR SALE
RABIJIT HOUNDS, foxhounds, coon, cpo,.om, skunk, YOUR LIFE STORY In the staro. Send
birth date anJ
so.ulrrel. dois. aetters, polllters.
Browns Kennels,
dJme fot trial readln:. Edd1, 8i0 Eaat 5Jth, CWc&1to,
York. Pa.
u. fl. A.. Avartmwt 73.
SILK REMNANTS. Lara•st packoaos yet offered. Squure YOUR FUTURE foretold. Questions auswored free,
or stamped satin free wltb enry packat:e. 12 cts.
send dltnc, a&e, blrthdate, ror trial readinp. Dr.
:urrra. Acenc.r. Portland, Me.
Chrl:>tensen, Box 73!1. Toledo. Ohio.
CHARACTER
read from hantlwr1t1Dz. Send dune for
HELP WANTED
tl'l•J readllli: nnd learn yourself. E. Janis, Box
LADIES WANTED, and MEN, too, to address en,el- 1381.
Salt L•ko Clcy, Utah.
m~fis
~~.•d;;!~io: r °;,~~!~ ifm~~mec!~r :::~:
MISCELLANEOUS
$10 to $35 wkly. No capital or experience requfred.
llook. explains ~rerrthl.os;; send 10 cta. to conr postate, MAGIC DRAWING BOOK, 10 pretty cards and blf
etc. \\">rd Pub. Co., Box TT. T!Uou. N. H.
mul, 10 cts. Durso, Dept. 39, 25 Mulberry, N. Y.
WANTED- ~1.0rie3, arUclu, )}oema for new magazine. Clty.
\Ve pay on acceptance. Typed or bandwril~ n MSS. r.1YSTERIOUS BALLS HAM auswcrY your love QUC'S acoevtuble. Send MS. to Woman's NaUonal Mai:az.J.ne,
tlons 25 cts •• refunded u dl.ssatlsflod.
lloseleaf
De,k 832, W•shln1ton, D. C.
Club, St. Louls, Mo.
MEN wanted for detecUTe work.
\Vrite J. Oanor, "CALIF. GOLD, S¼ SIZE 27 CTS." $¾ size 58 <'ts.
former U. s. Qovt. Detective. DanviJ!e, 111.
White cent and catalorue 10 cts. Norman Shultz,
SECRET SERVICE OPERATIVES ANO DETECTIVES King City, Mo.
are in demand. Earn ti&' money. Travel e,ery~ "PICTURE OF THE NAKED TRUTH," our latc·st
where. Fa1clllaU.n, work. Loato this proteas.ion by
novelty. 25 cts.• l)Ostpa1d. Sobchak Bro•.. 6U 7 :I.loutborne 1tudy. Particulars free.
American School ot rose Bhd., CWcc.go.
Crlmlnolo&Y, Dept. JI!, Detroit, Mich.
WRITE THE WOADS FOR A SONG. VVe revtso poems,
write muslc and auarautee to sccw·e publication. SubDETECTIVES ciun blJ money, Tra.vel. be .iDdepl'ndent,
eaailJ' Jea.rned.
'Write John&on•a Detective School, rnlt poems on any subJect. Uroadway Studios. 163C,
Fit1.,erald Buildine-. Ne,v York.
282 Sheldon An., Qrond Roplds, Mich. Deak D.
l<OOAKERS: How would you like to got a 9x!l enlargernent or your best nee-alive free f Drop us a card
MUSICAL
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We -,rrlte music, rleht now nsklng about It. Films developed at 10 cts.
8
a:uarantee publlsber'1 &cceptance. Submit PQ6ms on ~~ri~tlees.r1nio
~d~!5· 'F~t:nit~df~· ti~Jlsbu r~:15f~!;1~
J)atrlotbm, lon or any subject. Cheater Mllsic Co. , 020
So. Mlchl,a.n An.. Suite H9. Chlca10. Ill.
BOYS: 20 latest Hot Air Cnrds with bl& bunch or
m:i.aazines, prlutod matter ,ent you for IS eta., coin or
llmptre Supply Company, 2' Norri• .Ave.,
_so~:y-~m~c tldo°¾ar·co= :· J!\1:h~°,,'a 1tampe.
cuarantee 1
K~1on.
Send words to-day, Thomas Pawtucket. 11. I.
Merlin. 293
.per Block, Chlcaro.
TOBACCO or Snutr Habit cured or no pay.
$1 if
cured. Remedy sent OD trial. Sul)"rba Co., PC,
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. Wo rnlae J)Otma,
write muslc and a-uarantee to secure publlcatton. Sub· Baltimore, Md.
mlt poems on any subject. Broadway Studios, 115C, GENUINE INDIAN BASK ETS--Wboluale anll retail
Fltzrerald Bulldlni. New Tork.
Cata lo.rut. Gilham. HlJrhland Bpr!np, CaL

o:Je~

w:~if..uf

~:ii~·Bh!~~;~n:titr~~t~<\ie~c.~c~ruo!!ia.
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ --Big
Prem!um Budget

20 l'op1tl:u- Sonp wlt.h llnslc. 2!. Porlralte

.ldN!SM8, Prealdonts of th• U.S •• Z.4 Complote

6toriea. 63 l!a.:tlo Tricks, S& ,lmu,lns Expui•

snout,, SS Fur.dos, 2:2 lbb\l.lOa. 60 P&rlor
Oames. t.!lO Rlddloa anc\ Conundrums, t.OOJokCI ,

.,t.su==afi~.!;"3f.:".::!8i~~ for ZS.ua,
Hates Book Co.,

Dept, I.

l\Iolroso, Mass.

-REDUCE YOUR WEIGHT

Get rid of your fat easily by daily
walks in the fresh air, also obtain a
small box of oil of korein at the drug
store; follow the directions. You'll be
happier every day. Wonderful ly rapid,
lasting, healthy reduction often reported. Book mailed free by Korein
Co., NE-103, Station F, New York
City, No starvation; you may eat
candy if you like. A delightful guaranteed method. Become supple, more
efficient mentally and physically; make
yourself attractive.
Prolong yoU1'
lifr>!

Free Book on Paint .-Without Oil
Drink Habit
Remarka ble Discover y That Cuts
Down the Cost of Paint
Seventy-f ive Per Cent.

'.A well-lmown New Yorker, addicted to
drink habit tor 16 years, tound It was
putting him 1n the human scrap-heap.
Now he !a completely tree trom the habit
and tells about a quick and lasting remedy
In a book that he has published.
This book contains information of vital
Interest to drinkers, their wives and
others who have tried In vain to conquer
the habit by persuasion, pledges or medicines.
The author, Edward J. Woods
DC-iOl, Station F, New York City wlli
se11cl. It tree, In plain wrapper, postpaid.

tttn Htffll Ftlff UDtE.S t-HEI:
-

Gold·pla.ted Lanlllcre and
Chala, pair E=-rbobs, GoldJllated Esµa11tlon lir..eclrd
with Im. Wetch.i:uaraate~
quaut1 anrt 3 Gold-plated
RlnX'S ALL FREE for
scllil\2' ontr 15 pieces
_ _ Jewelry at 10 cents Heh.

~tOA.. ,_,,'\ Columbia Novelty Ce.
1"Nll•-l llil'•'-~
llop,%7 11..,n.,1oa, .....

A Free Trial Package Is Mailed to
Everyone Who \Vrllcs.
A . L. Rice, , proll)inent manufacturer ot
Adams,

N. Y .. hos discovered n procee• of mak•
Ing a new kind of paint without the uee of oil,
He calls it Powdrpaint. It comes iu the form
of a dry powder and nil that ie required is cold
wnt_er to make a paint weather proof, fireproof,
~nnttary _nnci durable for _outside or Inside paint·
1ng. It 1s the cemenl principle applied to paint.
It n<lheres to any eurface, wood, etone or brick,
spreads and looks like oil point nnd ooet1
about one-fourth ae muob..
Write to Mr. A. L. Rice; Manufacturer , s2,i
North Street, Adam• N. "Y ., and he will sond
you a free trial package, also co. !or card and
full information ohowlng you how you can
eave a good many dollars. Write to·dn:y.

INDMDUAL

"NAME IN COLD" PENCILS

. .itSr3 [iiiftutT:I~
Three Pencil,, your nAme, Birthday or Floral Doic, 80c.
, boxes, Sl.00. l3Boxes, $3.00. Ala,,.J.t}yertisin q:Pencila.

C. l. DAMON,

441 Trt-1 A,,..

.' JjiW YOll CITY

WILD

WEST WEEKLY

-LATEST ISSUES857 Young Wild Wes l's Gold Dust Drift; or, Losinr; a Cool Mil·
llon.
'
,
858 Young Wild West and the Overland Outlaws; or, Arletta s
Death Charm.
859 Young Wild West and the Ace of Clubs; or, A Human Pack
ot Cards.
860 Young Wild West at Death Valley; or, Arletta and the Clill'.
of Gol.d
861 Young Wild West and the Bowle Band; or, A Hot Hunt in
the F.Torse Ullls.
862 ):ouug Wild West and the Apache Princess; or, Arletta's
Fierce- Foe.
·
863 Young Wild West's Bucking Bronchos; or, The Picnic at
Pantll 0r Pass.
.
864 Young \Yild West's Cowboy Charm; or, Arletta ano the Border
Boudlts.
h
d
865 Younp- Wild West's Lucky Lode; or, Making a T ousan
Dollnrs a Minute.
SGG Young Wild West and the California Coiners; or, Arletta at

868 Young Wild West lllarkcu for Death; or, A Tough Time Oti
Tomhstone.
860 Young Wild West Trailing n Traitor; or, Arietta·s Trip.
Danger.
870 Young Wild West's Clever Cowboys; or, Tbe Rough Rider.,
of the Rauch.
871 Young Wild West and Geronimo; or, .Arletta and the Apacb,J
Attack.
872 Young Wild West Standing Pat; or, Cheyenne Charlie's Call. .:i
873 Young Wild West Uemmed Jn; or, .Arlctta's Last Shot.
874 Young Wlld West on a Twisted 'l'rail; or, .Arietta's Runnln ,'l
l!'ight.
875 Young Wilcl West and the Gila Girl; or, .Arletta and the Outlaw Queen.
87G Young Wil<l West's Ilald in the Rockies; or, Grilling tb
Gulch G,rng.
·
.
a
877 Young Wild West and the Colorado Cow Punchers; or, .Arictt.
and the D <'ncl Line.
878 Young Wild West and "Slippery Simon"; or, Trulling an
Outlaw King.
879 Young Wild West Sn-.-lng the Soldiers; or, Ariclta's Great Hide.
880. Young Wild W<'st's Cowboy Camp; or, '.l'he '£rail That Led
to n Trap.

867 Y!aJg Wild West Raking in Riches; or, Arlettn's Great PanOut.
For sale by nil newsdealers, or wlll be sent to any address on receipt of price, 6 cents per copy, in money or pnstPge stampfi, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher,

16S West 23d St .. New York.

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of these weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from the publishers direct. Write out
and fill in your Order and send it with the price of the weeklies you want, and the weeklies will be sent to you by return
mail. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

OUR

TEN-CENT

No. 1, NAPOLEON'S ORAOULUM. AND
l>UEAJl DOOK.-Containing the great oracle
of human destiny; also the true meaning of
almost any kind of dreams, together with
charms, ceremonies, and curious games of
cag~~- 2. HOW TO DO TRIOKS.-The great
book of magic and card tricks, containing
full in1<truction on all the leading cnrq_ tricks
of the day, also tbe most popular magical
iJJuslons as performed by our leading mna-iclnns; every boy should obtain n copy of
this book.
No, S. HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and
wiles of flirtation are fully explained by this
little book. BeRldes the various methods ot
handkerchief, fan, glove, parasol, window
oncl hat flirtation, it contains a full list o!
the language aud sentiment of flowers.
No, -l, HOW TO DANCE ls the title of
this little book. It contains :run instructions
in the art ot dancing etiquette in the ballroom and at parties, how to dress, and full
directions tor cnlllng otr in all popular

sq;!~

9

/a~o\v TO 111.AKE LO'VE.-.A com·
plete guide to 10-.-e, courtship and mnrriag-e,
giving sensible advice, rules and etiquette to
be observed, with many curious and interestIng things not generally .1rnown.
No. 6.

No, 18.

HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL,

-One ot the brightest and
little books ever given to the
body wisbes to know how to
ful, both male and female.
simple, and almost costless.

most valuable
world. Everybecome beautiThe secret is

No, 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A complete compendium of

games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable tor parlor or drawingroom entertainment. It contains more tor
the money than any book published.
No. Zl. HOW TO HUNT AND FISil.-The
most complete hunting and fishing guide
ever pu bllshed. It contains full instructions
about guns, bunting dog~t traps, trapping
and ftshing, together wlt11 description ot
game and fish.
No. 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT,Ileller's second sight explained by bis former assistant l<'red Hunt, Jr. ExpJnining
bow the secret dialogues were carried on between the magician and the boy on the
stage; also giving nil the codes and signals.
No. 23,

HOW TO EXPLAIN DltEAMS.-

No. 25.

HOW TO DECOl\lE A GYlllNAST.

HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.

~'hls little book gives the explanation to all
kinds of dreams, together with lucky and
unlucky days.
•
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
GENTLEMEN.-Containing full instructions
for writing to gentlemen on nil subjects.

HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Hand-

-Containing full instructions for nil kinds
of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
Embracing thirty-live mustratlons. By Professor W. Macdonald.

-Giving full instruction for the use of
dumbbells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, horizon ta! bars and various other methods of
developing a good, healthy muscle; containing over sixty illustrations.
No. 7.

HAND

No. H. HOW TO MAKE CA.NDY.-.A complete hand-book for making all kinds of
candy, ice 0 cream, syrups, essences, etc., etc.

somel:v illustrated and containing- full in·
struct'lons for the management and training
or the canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, pnroq uet, parrot, etc.

:No. 9 ... HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILO·

QUJST,-By Harry Kennedy. Every lntelll·
gent boy reading this book of instructions
can master the art, and create any amount
ot tun tor himself and friends. It is the
greatest book ever published.
No 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of selfdefense made ensy. Containing over thirty
illustrations ot guards, blows, and the dltrerent position of a good boxer. Every boy
should obtain one ot tbese useful and In·
structlve books, as it will teach you how to
box wltllout an instructor.
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LO'VE·LETTERS.-A most complete little book, containing full directions tor writing love-letters,
nncl wb1.>n to use them, giving specimen letters tor y-oung and old.
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
LADIES.-Givlng complete Instructions for
writing lettNs to Indies on nil subjects; also
Jet ters of introduction, notes and requests.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF
ETIQUETTE.-It is n great lite secret, and
one that every young man desires to know
all about. There's hnDvlness in it.
For sale by all newsdealers, or w111 be sent to

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

No. 28.
HOW TO ROW, SAIL
BUILD A BOAT,-Fully lllustrnted.

A.ND

Full
instructions are given in this little book, together with instructions on swimming and
riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 27, HOW TO RECITE AND DOOK
OF RECITATION8.-Contnlning the most
popular selections in use, comprising Dutch
dialect, French dialect, Yankee nnd Irish dJa.
lect pieces, together with many standard
readings.
No, 28.

HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-

Everyone ls desirous of knowing -.,·hat bl~
future llfe wlJJ bring forth, whether happlni-ss or misery, wealth or poverty. You can
tell by a glance at this little book. Buy one
and be convinced.
No. 29. HOW TO . BECOl\lE AN INVENTOR,-Every boy should know bow Inventions originated. This book explains them
nil, giving examples in electricity, hydraul!cs,
magnetism, optics, pneumatics. mPcllanlcs,
etc.
·•
No, SO. HOW TO COOK.-One of ,ne most
lnstructive bool,s on cooking ever published.
It contains recipes tor cooking meat,., fish.
game, and oysters; also oles, puddings~
cakes and all kinds of pastry, and a a-rana
collection of reclves,
any address on receipt of price, 10c. per copy,

BOOKS

No. 31. HOW TO BECOl\lE A SrEAR:- 1
Elt.-Contalning fourteen illustrations, giv.
lng tbe differe nt positions requisite to heco:ue a ;::ood spPaker, rNHIPr and elocutionist.
Also conlaini11~ i:,· ms fro1,1 nil the popular
authors of prose nnu poetry.
No, 32.

now

TO RIDE A DICYCLE.-

Containing Instructions tor beginners, choke
of a machine, hints on training, etc. A
complete book. Full ot practical 1llustratlons.
No, 85. HOW TO PLAY GA!lfES.-A complete and useful little book, containing tho
rules and regulations of hilllards, bagatelle,
backgammon, croquet, dominoes, etc.
·
No. 36.

HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUlllS

-Containing all the leading conundrums oi
the day, amusing riddles, curious catches
and witty sayings.
No. 38.

now

TO BECO:lfE YOUR OWN

DOCTOR.-A wonderful book, containing
useful and practical !ntormntlon In the treatment of ordinan• disease~ and ailments common to every family. Abounding in use!ul
and etrectlve recipes for general complaints.
No. 39, HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTltY, PIGEONS AND RABBITS.-.A useful
and instructive book. llandsomely illustrated,
No.

40.

now

TO

l\IAKE

AND

SET

TRAPS.-Including l,ints on how to catch
moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and
birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously
illustrated.
No, 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END
]l[EN'S JOKE BOOK.-Contnlning n great

variety of the latest )okes used by the most
famous end men. No amateur minstrels is
complete without this wonderful little book.
No, 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK
STu,,rP SPEAK.ER.-Contalning n varied as-

sortment of stump speecheR, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. .Also end men's jokes. .Just the
thing for home amusement and amateur
shows.
No. 43. HOW TO BECOME A l\lAGICIAN.
-Containing the grandest assortment of
magical 11luslons ever placed before the
public. Also tricks with cards, incantations,
etc.
No. 44. HOW TO WRITE IN AN AL•
DUllI.-A grand collection of Album Verses
suitable for any time and occasion, embracing Lines ot Lo,·e, Afrectlon, Sentiment, Humor, RespN't. and Condolenre, also Verses
Suitable for Ynlentlnes nncl Weddings.
No. 45. THE DOYS OF NEW YORK llfJN.
STREL GUIDE AND JOICE BOOK-Sometlllng new nn<l very Inst ructlve. Every boy
should obtain this book, as it contains full
Instructions for orgnnlzina- an nmnteur minstrel troune.
or 3 for 25c., in money or postna-e stampa, b7
~

168 West 23d St_ New York

